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2.. Deixis, Discourse and Reference 

2.2.1.1. Introductio n 

Thiss chapter  provides the necessary theoretical background for  the description of Hittit e 
referrin gg expressions4. In recent theoretical literatur e on reference two different models are 
employedd to explain the use of referrin g expressions in natural language. In outline they can 
bee described as the geographical5 (2.2.1) and the cognitive approach (2.2.2.) . In this chapter 
II  wil l present both approaches. As we will see, both ways of viewing the use of referrin g 
expressionss can easily be combined, without the need to reject the one or  the other  (2.3.). In 
additionn I will present the theory of information structure of the sentence as advocated and 
furtherr  developed by Lambrecht 1994 (2.2.3.) and discuss it together  with the other 
approachess in 2.3. This theory, which concentrates on certain pragmatic functions at sentence 
level,, is of great use for  a more complete description of the Hittit e pronominal system. The 
resultingg modular  theory as outlined in this chapter  will be applied to the Hittit e pronominal 
andd demonstrative system in chapter  3. The information on the expressions contained in 
chapterr  3 is collected from the chapters on the individual pronouns and demonstratives in part 
III  Deixis, the chapters 4 (The Distal Demonstrative asi), 5 (The Medial Demonstrative apa-)f 
66 (The Proximal Demonstrative ka-), and part II I  Focus, chapters 7, 8 and 9 (On apa- as 
Emphaticc Pronoun). 

Beforee continuing with the description of the approaches on reference, I here present a 
globall  introduction to the subject based on the traditional account of deixis as discussed by 
Levinsonn 1983: 61ff. 

Prototypically,, a linguistic expression which refers to the context of the utterance, the 
speech-setting,, is called deictic. According to Lyons 1977: 637 deixis consists in 'the location 
andd identification of persons, objects, events, processes and activities being talked about, or 
referredd to, in relation to the spatio-temporal context created by the act of utterance and the 
participatio nn in it, typically, of a speaker  and at least one addressee'. Take the following part 
off  a conversation: 

2.11 There you are! I have been waiting here for  an hour. 

Thee context of the utterance is necessary in order  to establish the intended referents. We 
cannott  correctly interprete this utterance if we do not know who the Addressee and the 
Speakerr  are. Furthermore, here and for an hour only have meaning if we know where and at 

44 For an overview of studies on reference in discourse from different kinds of angles and frameworks see Yan 
Huangg 2000. 

55 Term coined by Ariel 1990: 5. 
66 Yan Huang 2000 discusses several models dealing with discourse anaphora: the topic continuity or distance-

inferencee model (o.c. 303-309), the hierarchy model (o.c. 309-314) and the cognitive model (o.c. 314-318). 
Beforee presenting his own pragmatic model (o.c. 318-329) he concludes that underlying all these models are 
somee cognitive or pragmatic principles (o.c. 308, 314). I therefore only distinguish between the geographical 
andd cognitive approaches. 



whatt time the utterance took place. Familiarity with the Speaker, Addressee, Time and Place, 
thatt is, the context of the utterance, is necessary for recovering the referents. Anaphorically 
usedd expressions on the other hand, refer to entities or referents which have been mentioned 
orr are going to be mentioned in the utterance or text itself. Knowledge of the speech situation 
iss not necessary in order to find the entity to which the expression refers: 

2.22 Unprepared for the speed and ferocity of the Hittite advance, Tusratta could offer no 
resistance.. He had no option but to flee the capital, with whatever troops he could 
muster,, before it fell to the Hittites (Bryce 1998: 175) 

Thee pronouns he and it both refer to entities which have been referred to before in this piece 
off  narration. The masculine pronoun he points at the person named Tusratta, and the neuter 
pronounn it to the referent of the definite Noun Phrase the capital. The latter expression is also 
anaphoric,, and refers to the city Wassuganni, mentioned in the clause preceding this passage. 

Examplee 2.1 shows already three types of deixis. Personal deixis, seen in the 
expressionss you and /, deals with the encoding of the roles of the participants in the speech 
event.. In Hittite the role of the Speaker is grammaticalized in the pronoun uk I ammuk T and 
inn the verbal ending if the Speaker is the subject of a clause, the role of the Addressee in zik I 
tuktuk 'you', and apas and asi 'he, she, it' are used for persons who are neither speaker nor 
addressee.. When we are dealing with spatial locations relative to the speech participants, it is 
calledd Place deixis. English this and that, and here and there are grammaticalizations of 
proximall  location (near the speaker) and distal location (not near speaker). Some Hittite 
equivalencess are the deictic adverbs ka 'here', apiya 'there', and kas 'this one (nom.)' as the 
proximall  demonstrative, apas 'that one (nom.)' as a non-proximal demonstrative . Time 
deixisdeixis is concerned with the location of entities or events in time relative to the time at which 
thee utterance is expressed. Languages may grammaticalize this relative location in time by 
meanss of deictic adverbs of time, like English now, then, Hittite kinun(a) 'now', apiya 'then', 
orr tense. Two further types of deixis are Discourse Deixis and Social Deixis. Expressions 
belongingg to the field of Discourse Deixis refer to parts of the discourse itself: English this in 
ListenListen to this:... and Hittite kissan 'in this (as wil l be described) manner' and enissan 'in that 
(ass just described) manner' are discourse deictic expressions. Levinson also includes such 
discoursee notions as topic/comment, main storyline etc. (Levinson 1983: 77n, 88-9). The final 
typee of deixis, Social deixis, has to do with the encoding of social distinctions between 
Speakerr and Addressee. In Hittite official correspondence we often encounter the use of 
familyy terms to address persons who are not (necessarily) family members. Persons of equal 
rankk call each other SES-rA 'my brother', and someone who occupies a relatively higher 
positionn in society is addressed with ABI-YA 'my father' or AMA-rA 'my mother'. 

Inn the following discussion I wil l concentrate on Anaphora, Place Deixis, Discourse 
Deixiss and Personal Deixis, but the latter only in so far as it concerns third person reference. 

77 The use of apa- as a demonstrative will be discussed in chapters 3 and 6, and as an emphatic pronoun in 
chapterss 3 and 7-9. 
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2.2.. Discourse, Reference and Information Structure 

Inn this section the two main approaches to reference in discourse are introduced, together with 
aa theory on Topic and Focus on sentence level. A more detailed description of a combination 
off  the three approaches will be presented in 2.3. 

AA major problem in the study of reference is the fact that especially the anaphoric 
demonstrativess are rather neglected. This is quite problematic if one needs a framework 
describingg the use of demonstratives. In most reference works and descriptive grammars the 
discussionn is restricted to the deictic use of demonstratives and to the observation that 
demonstrativess can also be used anaphorically (Himmelmann 1997: 2). In the same vein 
studiess that focus on reference in discourse have noted the same without explaining how these 
demonstrativess are posited in relation to the other referential expressions, although Diessel 
1999:: 96 lists several studies which shed some light on this problem. However, most of these 
studiess focus on a sub-set of referring expressions (Linde 19798; Ehlich 1982 ; Givón 1983 ; 
Lichtenberkk 199611). As a result, the theoretical part on anaphoric demonstratives (sections 
2.3.3.4.. and 2.3.4.) remains somewhat eclectic and should only be considered a preliminary 
outline.. Another problem is that it is virtually impossible to find literature on the differences 
andd similarities between the different anaphoric demonstratives themselves. Exceptions are 
Sidnerr 1983, Gundel et al. 1993, Himmelmann 1996 and Diessel 1999. But even these works 
cannott provide a background for the use of the Hittite demonstratives. In the conclusion, 2.4., 
II  present my own view on demonstratives and pronouns, but this too must be considered 
highlyy theoretical and needs to be tested typologically. 

2.2.1.. The * geographical' approach 

Ass the name already indicates, the geographical approach, which is also the traditional 
approachh followed by for example Lyons (1977, Ch. 15) and Levinson (1983, Ch. 2), 
Himmelmannn 1996, Diessel 1999 and others, derives its classification of referring expressions 
fromm the location of the 'target' (referent) of the referring expression. In the case of deixis, 
thee referent is located outside the text in the physical environment, whereas an anaphor is 
relatedd to an accompanying antecedent in the preceding text. Both types of location were 
describedd by Bühler (1934) as Zeigfeld and Symbolfeld respectively. 

Besidess the Zeigfeld, i.e., the speech situation (Biihler's deixis ad oculos) and the 
Symbolfeld,Symbolfeld, i.e., the discourse or the text, other deictic spaces have been identified. Lingering 
betweenn deixis for the Zeigfeld and anaphora for the Symbolfeld is discourse deixis. This time 
thee referent is not an entity, as with deixis and anaphora, but a segment of the discourse itself. 
Moree types of deixis are discussed in Cornish 1999: 21. 

**  Linde discusses the use of it and that in apartment descriptions. Her main conclusion is that it refers within a 
discoursee node whereas that refers across a discourse node to the same type of entity. 

99 Ehlich introduces the terms deictic procedure and anaphoric procedure, which we wil l encounter later again. 
Withinn this framework he mainly discusses the Hebrew demonstrative ze 'this'. 

100 Most contributors to Givón 1983 exclude the demonstratives from referring expressions, I assume because 
theirr corpora generally did not contain that many demonstratives. The general framework set up by Givón 
1983:: 5ff. does discuss the demonstrative pronouns and determiners among the topic (dis)continuity markers. 

111 Lichtenberk discusses what he calls immediate anaphora after first mention in To'aba'ita narrative discourse. 
Whenn a discourse participant will become thematically prominent, To'aba'ita uses a lexical NP (which includes 
thee 'proximal' demonstrative 'eri), otherwise dependent pronominals are used. 
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Althoughh the geographical approach concentrates on the different contexts in which 
referentiall  expressions occur, attention is also paid to the mental effort needed when accessing 
somee referent (Lyons 1979: 94). Especially the demonstratives are capable of placing a 
referentt in the center of attention besides simply pointing to an element in the physical 
surroundingss (Diessel 1999: 94, 96). 

2.2.2.. The 'cognitive' approach 

2.2.2.1.2.2.2.1. Introduction 

Anotherr approach to deixis and anaphora has been developed during the past 20 years. The 
centrall  theme of studies like Apollonius Dyskolus12, Ehlich 1979, 1982, Bosch 1983, Ariel 
1990,, 199613, Gundel et al. 1993, Lambrecht 1994, Van Hoek 1997, Cornish 1999, Givón 
1983,, 2001 consists of emphasis on the cognitive motivation underlying the use of referring 
expressions.. There is no clearcut difference between the use of expressions referring to the 
outsidee world or the textual world, although these different worlds are of course 
acknowledged.. Just as the geographical approach includes the cognitive notion of * bringing 
somethingg into the focus of attention', the cognitive approach includes references to the 
differentt Zeigfelder. However, the explanation of the use of deictic and anaphoric expressions 
liess in the ways Speaker and Addressee communicate: 'The object of both deixis and 

Boschh 1983: 4-9 provides an account of Apollonius' views on deixis and anaphora. 

Ariell  1990, 1996 states that various referring expressions mark different degrees of accessibility in memory 
(1996:: 15). The form of a referring expression guides the Addressee in searching his or her memory for an 
earlierr expression (antecedent) which bears the memory status in accordance with the status indicated by the 
referringg expression: the form of the anaphor signals the degree of cognitive accessibility and thus leads the 
Addresseee to the correct antecedent among the set of referents in his memory. Based on these assumptions, 
whichh I do not want to contest, Ariel has set up a scale. The high accessibility markers are arranged as follows 
(withh higher accesibility to the left): zero < reflexive < agreement marker < cliticized pronouns < unstressed 
pronounss < stressed pronouns < stressed pronouns + gesture. They are followed by the intermediate accessibility 
markers:: < proximal demonstrative (+ NP) < distal demonstrative (+ NP) < proximal demonstrative (+ NP) + 
modifier.. And finally the low accessibility markers: < distal demonstrative (+ NP) + modifier < first name < last 
namee < short definite description < long definite description < full name < full name + modifier. The material 
discussedd in this study fall mainly in the intermediate group (ka- (+ N), apa- (+ N), asi (+ N)). The emphatic 
pronounn apa- is a high accessibility marker, whereas asi (+ N) + modifier is a low accessibility marker. 
Althoughh I mainly agree with this categorization of the Hittite pronouns and demonstratives, my material does 
nott support the cline inside each category. The demonstrative ka- is not more accessible than apa-, which in 
turnn is not more accessible than asi. Furthermore, the emphatic pronoun apa- refers generally to a referent 
whichh is as accessible as zero or the enclitic pronoun when it indicates Argument Focus. Among the arguments 
onee could provide against this part of her theory is the following. Ariel 1990: 53 correctly states that in English 
'that'that requires identifiability by both speaker and addressee, whereas this sometimes refers to objects accessible 
onlyy to the speaker.' However, I should think that this would imply that this is a lower accessibility marker than 
thatthattt because the speaker assumes that the addressee does not yet know what the discourse topic is going to be. 
Ariell  however claims that, since the Speaker is 'egocentric', a topic is more accessible to her than to the 
Addressee,, so that this as higher accessibility marker is used. However, cognitive models all focus on the 
assumptionss which the Speaker holds of the Addressee's awareness about some subject. Speaker should 
thereforee adapt her language to her estimation of Addressee's state of mind. I do not understand Ariel's move to 
centeringg on the Speaker instead of on the Addressee. In this respect I prefer the analysis of Gundel et al. who 
havee created a category for this type of this with a lower cognitive status than the other demonstratives (see 
tablee 2.2). Furthermore, they group this, that and this N together under the heading 'activated', which is more 
inn accordance with my material. 
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anaphoraa is to ensure that the speech participants are 'on the same wavelength' with respect to 
theirr  center  of attention at any one point in the discourse' (Cornish 1999: 25ff.). An extensive 
treatmentt  of anaphora and deixis within the cognitive framework is presented by Cornish 
1999,, whom I will follow when discussing the cognitive approach in the remainder  of this 
chapter. . 

2.22.2.2.22.2. Memory and cognitive procedures 

Fromm a cognitive viewpoint the manner  in which discourse entities are referred to depends on 
thee part of the memory in which their  mental representations are located. Cornish 1999 
Chapterr  6 sketches the following tripartit e structure (o.c. 207ff.). First, long-term memory: 
thiss part of memory contains among other  things lexical meaning and encyclopaedic 
knowledge,, i.e., knowledge of the world. Second and third , a working memory divided into 
twoo parts, the implici t focus space and the explicit focus space. The latter  focus space is also 
calledd the 'cache'. The cache is a highly active, 'spotlighted' region which contains at least 
thee proposition which is being expressed or  processed and the preceding proposition. Every 
informatio nn contained in the cache is salient, although there are different levels of cognitive 
activationn within the salient information. Besides the spotlighted region the implici t focus 
spacee contains less active, supportive background information, such as the partial discourse 
modell  constructed by Speaker  and Addressee. The limitation s of working memory not only 
causee differences in cognitive activation but also have to do with the episodic structure of 
discourse. . 

Thee propositions of a discourse episode or  paragraph are kept in working memory 
(Vann Dijk 1982: 191). Withi n an episode reference is often done by pronouns, whereas NPs 
andd names are generally used at episode boundaries (or  discourse nodes). (Van Dijk & 
Kintschh 1983, Fox 1987, Ariel 1990, Van Hoek 1997, among others). 

Elementss in the three memory compartments and also elements from the extra-
linguisticc context have to be accessed somehow. According to Cornish (see already Ehlich 
1982)) the deictic procedure draws an element into the immediate attention of the Addressee, 
eitherr  from long-term memory or  from the surroundings, and gives it a place in the discourse, 
whereass the anaphoric procedure instructs the Addressee to maintain the focus of attention on 
thee mental representation of some referent, thus ensuring the retrieval of salient, already 
recordedd information located in the cache. The next example illustrates both procedures: 

2.33 [I t is dusk, and John and Mary are returnin g from a shopping trip . As John is parking 
thee car, Mary exclaims:] 
Goodd God! Look at that incredibly bright light [Mar y gestures towards a point in the 
eveningg sky]! What on earth do you think it could be? (Cornish' ex. 2.6a, p. 27) 

Thee expression that incredibly bright light serves to draw John's attention towards some 
objectt  in the sky. The next reference is done by the unaccented pronoun it, indicating that the 
referentt  of it is already in the center  of attention of the Addressee. 

Thee difference between the geographical approach and the cognitive approach cannot 
bee explained by means of ex. 2.3: That incredibly bright light is a typical example of the 
deicticc properties of demonstratives -reference to the extra-linguistic world- whereas it is 
referrin gg anaphorically, to the text-internal world. This one-to-one mapping of deixis and the 
deicticc procedure and anaphora and the anaphoric procedure is invalidated however  by the 
nextt  example: 
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2.44 [A and B turn a corner on the pavement, and suddenly find themselves face to face 
withh a rather large dog] 
AA to B: Do you think it> friendly? (Cornish' ex. 4.1, p. 112) 

Thee unaccented pronoun it refers to an entity in the text-external world, without the mediation 
off  an antecedent in the form of a lexical noun phrase. The situation in ex. 2.4 is such that the 
dogg cannot fail to be in the center of attention of A and B. Being in the center of attention, any 
furtherr reference to the dog has to be done by the anaphoric procedure, in this case in the form 
off  it. 

Thee opposite of Deixis and the anaphoric procedure is Anaphora and the deictic 
procedure,, illustrated by an example from English (Moyer 1969: 104): 

2.55 Specifically this included being bathed, dressed in clean garments, and having the 
nailss and body hair removed. (Followed by 6 sentences about the bathing, then a new 
paragraphh consisting of 3 sentences on the extent of washing. The next paragraph 
startss with:) 
Thee clean garments are not specified in any way. ... 

Too access and reactivate the clean garments after 9 sentences and two paragraph breaks 
dealingg with the ritual bathing the definite noun phrase 'the clean garments' is used. 

Thee referring expressions from the preceding examples can roughly be tabulated as 
follows: : 

GeographicGeographic approach 

Deixis s 
Anaphora a 

CognitiveCognitive approach 
Deicticc procedure Anaphoric procedure 

this/thatthis/that NP it 
thethe NP it 

Tablee 2.1: geographical-cognitive matrix 

Itt might be concluded from table 2.1 that the cognitive approach should prevail over the 
geographicall  one, but as we will see in the following discussion (and in 2.3.) the division of 
laborr of these referring expressions is not as clear-cut as it may seem here. On the level of 
Anaphoraa one could also conclude that the anaphoric procedure is used within a discourse 
unitt or episode, while the deictic procedure is used at the beginning of a new episode. 
However,, also this match does not cover the phenomena described in this chapter. It has been 
notedd that salient entities, requiring the anaphoric procedure, are sometimes still referred to by 
meanss of NPs (more on this in 2.3.3.4.). 

Inn order to avoid confusion with the traditional meanings of deixis and anaphora, I 
wil ll  use a different terminology: The deictic procedure is required when some element needs 
too be brought in the center of attention, so I wil l call this procedure the centering procedure. 
Thee anaphoric procedure is required when something needs to be continued in the center of 
attention.. I wil l call this procedure the continuity procedure. 

22.2.3.22.2.3. The cognitive status of referring expressions 
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Withinn the framework presented by Cornish, referring expressions are not inherently 
centeringg or continuing. Instead, they are used as centering or continuingg (o.c. 23). However, 
referringg expressions still have some inherent, 'basic' meaning, be it almost empty for enclitic 
pronounss or rather full for demonstrative descriptions. The intrinsic referential-semantic 
characterr of referring expressions is described by Gundel et al. 1993 and Cornish 1999: 52ff. 
Thee following Givenness Hierarchy contains the six cognitive statuses that are relevant to the 
formm of English referring expressions (Gundel et al. ox. 275) : 

inn focus > 

('" 0 0 

activatedd > 

that that 
this this 
thisthis N 
stressedd pronouns 

familiarr > 

thatN thatN 

uniquely y 
identifiablee > 
theN theN 

referentiall  > 

indeff  this N 

type e 
identifiable e 
A N N 

Tablee 2.2: The Givenness Hierarchy (Gundel et al.. 1993: 275) 

Everyy status entails all lower statuses: the expression that N bearing the status * familiar' is 
alsoo 'uniquely identifiable', 'referential' and 'type identifiable'. Furthermore, for example 
thatthat N may be used higher (that is, to the left) in the hierarchy, because all positions to the 
leftt of 'familiar' necessarily contain the feature 'familiar'. It may not be used lower in the 
hierarchyy because that N indicates at least familiarity. Basically, most expressions seem to 
stickk to their category (o.c. 290-294). 

Gundell  et al.'s examples illustrating the hierarchy are variants of / couldn't sleep last 
night.night. A dog (next door) kept me awake*5', 'a dog' (or the/that/this dog etc.), in which 'x 
(dog)**  is the first reference to an extra-linguistic entity. Although their discussion is 
exemplifiedd by means of deictic expressions, they do not differentiate between extra-linguistic 
andd intra-linguistic use of referring expressions. Gundel et al. indeed emphasize the necessity 
too distinguish between cognitive status of an entity and the context through which that status 
iss acquired (by being linguistically introduced, derived from general or encyclopaedic 
knowledge,, or prominence in the physical surroundings, o.c. 275), but by focusing on the 
cognitivee status they are not in a position to describe the difference between this, that and this 
NN or the emphatic pronouns in the category 'activated'. Their approach posed problems for 
mee because the material described in this study includes the zero, enclitic, emphatic and 
demonstrativee pronouns and determiners. Therefore I wil l not take the cognitive states as a 
leadingg principle, but wil l treat them when appropriate. 

Cornishh provides a different classification of the referential expressions. As said above 
thee centering (or deictic) procedure brings elements into the cache that have a low degree of 
familiarityy or are not (or no longer) cognitively salient in the discourse (o.c. 206). The 
continuitycontinuity (or anaphoric) procedure maintains the center of attention. No particular effort is 
requiredd to retrieve these referents since they are already salient. Within the cache different 
levelss of saliency may be discerned: globally we have high and mid-level saliency. This 
meanss that the continuity procedure is used to promote an entity from mid to high level, or to 
maintainn it on high level, whereas the centering procedure is required when promoting 
somethingg from low to high level. The distribution of the different referring expressions in 
Englishh over the procedures and levels according to Cornish (o.c. 52ff., 206, 227) can be 
tabulatedd as follows, although we have to keep in mind that the table below presents the 

Gundell  et al. claim that the Hierarchy is universal (o.c. 283ff.). 

'AA dog' is every time replaced by one of the other expressions like 'this/the/that dog' etc. 
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preferredd use of these expressions. They may also be used in the other procedure, indicated by 
+: : 

Centeringg procedure 

loww —> high saliency 

Definitee descriptions 
Accentedd 3rd person pronouns 
Demonstrativee pronouns 
Demonstrativee descriptions 

i m p l i c i tt f o c us 
l o n g t e r m m e m o ry y 

p h y s i c a l e n v i r o n m e nt t 

Continuityy procedure 

midd —> high saliency 

+ + 
+ + 

Demonstrativee pronouns 
Demonstrativee descriptions 

highh —> high saliency 

+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

Zero o 
Unaccentedd pronouns 

c a c he e 

Tablee 2.3: Distribution of referential expression as derived from Comish 1999. 

Bothh in Cornish' and Gundel et al.'s framework problems occur with the demonstratives: 
withinn their theories they seem either not to be distinguished from each other or to occur in 
moree contexts than can be accounted for. In both theories the accented pronouns occur in the 
samee slot as the demonstratives without explaining how that is possible. There has to be a 
difference.. I believe that the difference can be explained by 1) combining the geographical 
andd cognitive approaches and 2) by combining both these approaches with the Information 
structuree of the sentence. The Information structure of sentences will be presented in the next 
section.. Discourse episodic structure is seemingly only related to Anaphora and wil l be 
discussedd in 2.3.3. (although in 2.4. I wil l propose to extend discourse structure also to non-
linguisticc information). 

2.2.3.. Topic and Focus on sentence level 

2.2.3.1.2.2.3.1. Introduction 

Informationn structure deals with the differences between the following clauses (small caps 
indicatee main stress): 

2.66 a. John was eating an APPLE 
b.. John was EATING an apple 
c.. John WAS eating an apple 
d.. JOHN was eating an apple 

Thee different stress patterns imply something like the following: 

2.77 a. John was eating an APPLE (not a PEAR)16 

b.. John was EATING an apple (not LOOKING ATan apple) 
c.. John WAS eating an apple (not IS) 

166 This sentence might also simply be a statement about John, without any contrast with some other  fruit . 
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d.. JOHN was eating an apple (not MARY) 

Muchh work has been done on information structure since the 1920s (for references see Van 
Valinn & LaPolla 1997: 199), but in this study I wil l mainly refer to Lambrecht 1994 for the 
overalll  picture and to Dik 1997a for several important details. The key concepts in 
informationn structure are the pragmatic functions Topic, Focus and some related notions as 
presuppositionn and comment. How these notions relate to the cognitive states and procedures 
describedd in 2.2.2. wil l be dicussed in the appropriate subsections of 2.3. For the moment I 
referr to Lambrecht's notion (o.c. 160ff.) that the cognitive state of the mental representation 
off  a referent is only a precondition of the pragmatic relations Topic and Focus. One cannot 
predictt on the basis of these states alone what referential expression will be chosen. However, 
Lambrechtt describes the pragmatic difference between accented and unaccented constituents, 
withoutt reference to demonstratives. 

2232.2232. The notions Topic and Focus 

Lambrecht'ss understanding of Topic is summarized as follows: 

2.88 "A referent is interpreted as the topic of a proposition if IN A GIVEN DISCOURSE the 
propositionn is construed as being ABOUT this referent, i.e. as expressing information 
whichh is RELEVANT TO and which increases the addressee's KNOWLEDGE of this 
referent.. ... Topic is a PRAGMATICALLY CONSTRUED SENTENCE RELATION" (1994: 
127). . 

Onlyy referring expressions can be topics. Referents of discourse topics must be discourse 
referents.. It in "i t is raining" and there in "there's nobody in the room" are not referential 
expressionss and therefore not Topics. This also applies to the indefinite pronouns and other 
quantifiedd expressions like nobody, everybody, many people etc. (o.c. 156). 

Thee Focus of a sentence is described as follows: 

2.99 "The focus of a proposition is that element of a pragmatically structured proposition 
whichh makes the utterance of the sentence expressing the proposition into a piece of 
information.. It is the balance remaining when one substracts the presupposed 
componentt from a given assertion. [...] Like the topic, the focus is an element which 
standss in a pragmatically construed relation to a proposition. But while the pragmatic 
relationn between a topic and a proposition is assumed to be predictable or recoverable, 
thee relation between the focus element and the proposition is assumed to be 
unpredictablee or non-recoverable for the addressee at the time of the utterance" (o.c. 
217-8).. As a result "a constituent in focus can by definition not be omitted without 
deprivingg the utterance of some or all of its information value." (o.c. 224). 

Lambrechtt distinguishes three basic types of clauses with a certain information structure: 

2.100 a. Topic-Comment or Predicate-Focus structures 
b.. Identificational or Argument-Focus structures 
c.. Event-reporting or Sentence-Focus structures 

Thesee three types are illustrated by means of the following examples. The questions preceding 
themm suggest a discourse situation in which the clauses can occur (o.c. 223). 
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2.111 Predicate-Focus structure17 

Whatt happened to your car? 
a.. My car/it broke DOWN 
b.. (La mia macchina) si è ROTTA 
c.. (Ma voiture) elle est en PANNE 
d.. (Kuruma wa) KOSHOO-shi-ta 

1 0 0 

2.122 Argument-Focus structur e 
II  heard your motorcycle broke down? 
a.. My CAR broke down 
b.. Si è rotta la mia MACCHINA./E la mia MACCHINA che si è rotta 
c.. C'est ma VOITURE qui est en panne. 
d.. KURUMA ga koshoo-shi-ta 

2.133 Sentence-Focus structure 
Whatt happened? 
a.. My CAR broke down 
b.. Mi si è rotta (ROTTA) la MACCHINA 
c.. J'ai ma VOITURE qui est en PANNE. 
d.. KURUMA ga KOSHOO-shi-ta 

Thesee three types of Focus structure and their expression in the different languages are 
discussedd in the next three sections (2.2.3.2.1, 2 and 3). 

2232.1.2232.1. Predicate-Focus 

Thee proposition provides relevant information about the car, which is a standing current 
interestt given the question (or preceding context). 'My car/it' in ex. 2.11 is the Topic of the 
clausee and the comment on this Topic is the rest of the clause, the predicate. The comment 
containss the assertion 'broke down' which is the unrecoverable part of the message and 
thereforee the Focus. 

Predicate-Focuss structures are minimally characterized by a focus accent on some 
elementt of the predicate. However, Predicate-Focus structures are unmarked for information 
structure,, meaning that this structure is also compatible with other pragmatic construals 
(Lambrechtt 1994: 226-228). 

Thee Topic may be expressed by means of an unaccented pronoun or zero, an accented 
pronounn or a lexical noun phrase. When the Topic was already the center of the attention of 
thee preceding discourse, the preferred topic expression is an unaccented pronominal, 
inflectionall  or zero (depending on the language)19. Lambrecht calls this type of Topic an 
EstablishedEstablished Topic (see also Dik's Given Topic (1997a: 318f.)): 

2.144 But this was not the end of the matter. Brooding further over his wife's offence, 
Ammistamruu refused to accept that justice had been done. He demanded that the 
princesss be extradited to Ugarit, for punishment, ... (Bryce 1998: 346) 

177 See also ex. 2.7.a. without the contrastive reading. 
I S S 

Seee also ex. 2.7.a. and d. 
199 To make things more complicated: Lambrecht also includes possessive and demonstrative pronouns in this 
category. . 
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HeHe refers back to Ammistamru, who is highly salient and in the center of attention at the 
momentt of expressing he. In the clause containing the expression he itself, Ammistamru is 
alsoo the Topic because the clause is about Ammistamru. 

Inn the following example the lexical noun phrases 'the napkin feeder' and 'the straw 
feeder'' are inferred from the preceding discourse and not the center of attention: 

2.155 Sunday I was taking paper and pasting it together and finding a method of how to drop 
spoons,, a fork, a napkin, and a straw into one package. The napkin feeder I got. The 
straww feeder we made already. That leaves us the spoon and the fork. (Lambrecht's ex. 
4.32,, p. 160) 

Althoughh the feeders, inferred from the context, have low accessibility under Ariel's analysis 
20 0 

andd are uniquely identifiable under Gundel's analysis, they are a Topic of the two sentences 
containingg them. But not being expected in this role, they are Unestablished or Unexpected 
TopicsTopics (see also Dik's Sub-Topic (1997a: 323f.)). 

Sometimess however, while everything seems to favor an unaccented pronoun, a 
semanticallyy heavier expression is used, as in: 

2.166 a. What is she going to DO? 
b.. SHE'S going to do the COOKING (adapted from Lambrecht o.c. 328, ex. 5.86'). 

Thee referent of she is 'in focus', and actually the established Topic, so we expect an 
unaccentedd pronoun. This Topic is accented, not because there is a topic shift but because the 
speakerr wants to imply that there are other possible Topic referents although the questioner 
didd not ask for that information. The message thus conveyed is that the relationship between 
thee elements in the clause is not expected, with the result that the Topic has to be considered 
ass Unestablished. 

AA special category of accented Topic are the Contrastive Topics (Lambrecht 1994: 
291ff.,, his ex. 3.20b.)21: 

2.177 I saw Mary and John yesterday. SHE says HELLO, but HE's still ANGRY at you. 

Thiss time the referents are already in the center of attention but are contrasted with each other. 

22322.22322. Argument-Focus 

Whenn the Focus rests on an argument of the predicate, in the examples the subject, the 
propositionn 'something broke down' in ex. 2.12 is pragmatically presupposed. Only the 
'something'' has to be filled in. That is, the missing part has to be identified, which is why this 
typee of structure is also called an identificational sentence (ex. 2.10.b.). In each language the 
non-topicc status is marked by prosodie prominence, the presupposition is marked via absence 
off  prominence on the verb phrase. Besides prosodie prominence, Italian and French use cleft-
sentences,, and Japanese ga-marking of the subject (Lambrecht 1994: 228ff.). 

' I '' is also a Topic. The predicate 'got' says something about the relation that holds between the two Topics. 
Thee difference between the two Topics is that T is expected as such, but not the feeder. The feeder is therefore 
referredd to by means of a definite NP in Initial position. 

211 For Dik 1997a: 326, 332 this is Parallel Focus. 
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Inn 2.12 a wrong piece of information was corrected. This correction however is not a 
necessaryy feature of Argument Focus. Ex. 2.12 could as well have been the answer to 'What 
brokee down?'. The latter type of Focus is called New or Completive (Dik 1997a: 332) 
whereass the correcting Focus is one the five counter-presuppositional Focus types 
distinguishedd by Dik I.e., Rejecting, Replacing, Expanding, Restricting and Selecting Focus. 

Thee type of Argument-Focus in 2.12 is called Replacing Focus (Dik 1997a: 332). The 
followingg example is adapted from Dik o.c. 333 (ex. 48): 

2.188 S assumes that A might think: John bought apples. 
SS corrects: He didn't buy APPLES, he bought BANANAS. 

Inn Expanding Focus the incomplete information is replaced by the correct information. The 
followingg example of this type of Focus is adapted from Dik o.c. 334 (his ex. 49): 

2.199 S assumes that A might think: John bought apples. 
SS corrects: He did not only buy APPLES, he also bought BANANAS. 

Inn case of Restricting Focus the speaker assumes that the addressee might have some correct 
information,, but also thinks that something else is true. This last part of information needs 
correctionn (I.e.). Restricting Focus replaces that part of the information by the correct 
information.. The following example is adapted from Dik I.e. (ex. 50): 

2.200 S assumes that A might think: John bought apples and bananas. 
SS corrects: He only bought APPLES. 

Thee last type, Selecting Focus, occurs when the speaker assumes that the addressee believes 
thatt one of two pieces of information is correct, but does not know which one. The following 
examplee is adapted from Dik I.e. (ex. 51): 

2.211 A asks: Would you like coffee or tea. 
S:: COFFEE, please. 

Al ll  these types of Focus can also apply to other elements than nouns, as exemplified in 2.7. b 
andd c. I wil l not discuss them further. 

2.2323.2.2323. Sentence-Focus 

AA Sentence Focus clause informs the addressee of some event: it is event-reporting (ex. 2.13). 
Sentencess like this are contextually relatively independent and could be uttered "out of the 
blue".. Most important is that the proposition is not construed as a statement about the referent 
off  the Subject phrase, in contrast with Topic-Comment/Predicate Focus structures. 

Thee non-topical status of the Subject phrase is not unambiguously marked with a 
prosodiee peak in English. Although the Subject phrase carries an accent, it still could be a 
topicc (for example, contrastive topics). In other languages the non-topical status of the subject 
inn event reporting sentences is consistently marked, in Japanese for example by means of the 
particlee ga (see ex. 2.13.d.). 

2.3.. A Combinatory Approach to Referential Expressions 
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Thee main goal of this chapter is to provide a framework based on the approaches presented 
abovee that might describe the use of referential expressions. I wil l try to reconcile their results 
andd hope thereby also to circumvent the problems resulting from each individual approach. 

Inn the description of the use of referential expressions the different approaches focus 
onn separate parameters. The geographical approach bases its classification mainly on the 
differentt types of context in which the entity or event is located, but takes also the type of 
entityy into account. Reference to an object in the physical surroundings is called deixis, 
exophoraa or situational use, while reference to an event or proposition in the preceding 
discoursee is called discourse deixis. Reference to entities in the ongoing discourse is called 
anaphoraanaphora (both backward and forward referring). A special type of reference restricted to the 
demonstrativess is recognitional reference (see 2.3.1.2). 

Approachess as advocated by Cornish (1999), Gundel et al. (1993), Ariel (1990, 
1996),, Givón (2001) concentrate on the effort an addressee has to make in order to retrieve 
thee correct antecedent or referent. This retrieval can be achieved by exploiting the inherent 
semantic-pragmaticc load of the referring expressions, and not so much by exploiting the 
differentt context types. In a simplification of Cornish' view the retrieval is either easy or 
difficult ,, and the procedures matching these efforts are the continuity (or anaphoric) 
proceduree or the centering (or deictic) procedure. 

Bothh parameters, the geographical and the cognitive, function on discourse level. In 
myy view, at least a third exponent on sentence level has to be added in order to describe and 
explainn the use of referring expressions: the Topic - Focus distribution as described by 
Lambrechtt 1994, Dik 1997a, Erteschik-Shir 1997 etc. Although Established Topics are 
necessarilyy 'in focus', entities 'in focus' are not necessarily Established Topics. They may be 
ann Unestablished Topic, or a Focus entity. As a result, different expressions can be used for 
entitiess that are 'in focus', such as unaccented pronouns, accented pronouns, demonstratives, 
namess or definite NPs. 

Thee final parameter, the episodic structure of discourse, gains importance when 
dealingg with Anaphora and wil l be dealt with in the section on Anaphora (2.3.3.). 

Combiningg the first three parameters results in the following table: 

geographicalgeographical parameter 
Deictic c 
Recognitional l 
Anaphoric c 
Discoursee deictic 

cognitivecognitive parameter 
continuityy procedure 

Topic c Focus s 

centeringg procedure 

Topic c Focus s 

Tablee 2.4: Geographical-Cognitive-Information structure matrix 

Somee slots will not be filled given the incompatibility of some parameters. For example, 
demonstrativess in recognitional use serve to introduce an entity that is familiar to the 
addresseee (see 2.3.1.2). The slots belonging to the continuity procedure are therefore not 
filledd in. 

Inn the next sections I wil l discuss the 16 slots and fil l them in accordingly. This table 
iss only intended as an attempt to elucidate the distribution of the referring expressions. In 
sectionn 2.4. (Summary and conclusions) it wil l become clear whether these features describe 
thee use of these referential expressions or whether other features are more important. 

2.3.1.. Deixis and the centering procedure 
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Inn this section the following slots of Table 2.4. wil l be discussed: 

geographicalgeographical parameter 
Deictic c 
Recognitional l 

cognitivecognitive parameter 
continuitycontinuity procedure 

Topic c Focus s 

centeringg procedure 

Topic c 
X X 

X X 

Focus s 
X X 

X X 

2.3.1.1.2.3.1.1. Situational Reference 

Whenn a Speaker wants to draw the attention of the Addressee to an object in the surrounding 
areaa which was hitherto not in the center of attention, he should restrict himself to a limited 
sett of signs specialized in 'pointing'. This pointing, or Situational reference, can be achieved 
byy a gesture (such as the pointing finger, a nod of the head), prosody (high level of pitch and 
accentt in spoken medium), or certain linguistic referring expressions (demonstrative 
pronouns,, adverbs or particles, demonstrative descriptions, but also the accented pronouns) 
(seee Levinson 1983: 65ff, Diessel 1999: 2, 93ff.). Of these pointers only the deictic 
demonstrativess indicate a distance contrast. Fillmore 1982 states that there are two types of 
distancee contrast: a two-way contrast, like in English this, here for 'relatively close to the 
Speaker'' and that, there for 'relatively remote from speaker', and a three-way contrast, with 
Proximal,, Medial and Distal demonstratives (measured in distance from Speaker), as in Latin, 
Greek,, Japanese, Turkish, etc. Other, sometimes additional contrasts are according to Fillmore 
(o.c.. 49) based on non-distance criteria, such as Pivot contrast (taking Speaker or Addressee 
ass the Pivot), or visibility. The three-way sytem can be presented as follows: 

 Distal Demonstrative (Fillmore 1982: 50-1): Prototy pic ally the distal demonstrative 
alternatess between two features, (a) it points to an entity at a great distance from both 
Speakerr and Addressee's visual field or (b) to an entity being outside the Speaker's 
andd Addressee's visual field. In some languages both conditions need to be satisfied 
forr the demonstrative in order to be classified as distal, in other languages only one of 
themm is criteria!. 

 Medial Demonstrative (Fillmore 1982: 49): Prototypically a medial demonstrative 
alternatess between two features, (a) it points to an entity at a relatively small distance 
fromm Speaker (Speaker Pivot) or (b) to an entity being near the Addressee (Hearer 
Pivot).. In some languages both conditions need to be satisfied for the demonstrative in 
orderr to be classified as medial, in other languages only one of them is criterial. When 
onlyy (b) is satified, the language has a person-based demonstrative system, when only 
(a)) is satified, it has a distance-based system. 

 Proximal Demonstrative: A proximal demonstrative is characterized as indicating the 
closestt distance to the Speaker. 

Thee origin against which everything is measured, distance but also time and social rank for 
example,, is called the Deictic Center. One can distinguish two types of pointing at an entity 
presentt in the speech-situation. The first type, gestural deixis> requires the monitoring of the 
situationn because the situation provides the Addressee with the only clues from which to 
derivee the correct interpretation of what the Speaker means: 
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2.222 This finger hurts (Levinson 1983: 66, ex. 31a) 

2.233 [It is dusk, and John and Mary are returning from a shopping trip. As John is parking 
thee car, Mary exclaims:] 
Goodd God! Look at that incredibly bright light [Mary gestures towards a point in the 
eveningg sky]! What on earth do you think it could be? (Cornish' 1998: 27, ex. 2.6a, 
andd my example 2.3) 

Lesss restricted than gestural deixis is symbolic deixis. With only general knowledge of the 
'heree and now', an Addressee is very well capable of interpreting an expression like 

2.242.24 Ihis city stinks (Levinson 1983: 66, ex. 31b) 

However,, locating an object in the physical world is not the only function of the 'pointers'. 
Ass Diessel (1999: 94) explains, the pointing expressions can also be used to refer to entities 
thatt are not visible or present in the immediate surroundings, as in Levinson's example (1983: 
66,, ex. 34b): 

2.255 Hello, is Harry there? (on the telephone) 

wheree the possible location of Harry is not visible or in the presence of the Speaker. Still more 
abstractt is Deixis am Phantasma. This type of deixis is mainly found in narratives and 
descriptions.. The Deictic Center is transferred from the Speaker to a character in the story or 
description.. In that case demonstratives like 'here' and 'there', 'this' and 'that' may be used in 
orderr to relate a position as described in the discourse to the Deictic Center as given in the 
discourse: : 

2.266 And he's heading . . you see a scene where he's . . coming on his bicycle this way, 
(Himmelmannn 1996: 222) 

ThisThis way has not to be interpreted in relation to the Speaker but in relation to the person on 
thee bike. 

AA special type of Deixis am Phantasma is, according to Himmelmann (1996: 222), 
new-thisnew-this (Gundel et al.'s 'referential' category). The English proximal demonstrative may be 
usedd in colloquial speech to both introduce and firmly establish a referent in the universe of 
discoursee at the same time. The latter feature leads Himmelmann to the inclusion of new-this 
inn Situational Use, because in Situational Use the demonstrative both introduces a referent 
andd establishes it as a possible discourse topic:23 

Nott only objects but also events in the physical surroundings may be referred to by demonstratives. Take 'Did 
youu see that?' The speaker refers to some event in the situation, so this use should be called deictic and not 
discoursee deictic (see 2.3.5. and 2.3.6. for discourse deixis). It is even possible to refer to propositions by 
meanss of deictics, as in *Can you believe that*, after accidentily picking up some conversation from your 
neighbouringg table. 

233 Wald 1983: 93ff. on the other hand denies any ties with the situationally used 'this', and equates it to 
introductoryy NPs with an indefinite article although on p. 95 he says that new-this: 'reflects the continuity of its 
characterr as a demonstrative*. Gundel et al. 1993: 275-6, although referring to new-this + NP as 'indefinite this 
NP',, do not equate it with indefinite NPs. The main difference with the latter is the likelihood of continuance in 
furtherr discourse of the referent thus introduced (p. 277 n. 3). They derive indefinite this from the 
cataphoricallyy used proximal demonstrative. But while assuming a close connection, they explicitly distinguish 
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2.277 Because there's this guy Louie Gelman, he went to a BIG specialist, and the guy ... 
analyzedd it WRONG (Cornish 1999: 26, ex. 2.5) 

Iff  one treats a demonstrative expression referring to an entity that is not present at the moment 
thee speech-act takes place as Situational, one should also look at another specific use of the 
demonstratives,, the so-called Recognitional use as defined by Himmelmann 1996: 230ff and 
Diessell  1999: 105ff. (see 2.3.1.2. for discussion). 

Whetherr or not the Recognitional demonstrative is connected with Situational use, I will 
discusss the Recognitional demonstratives separately from the Situational Use in the Hittite 
sectionn for, as we wil l see, recognitional demonstratives are often accompanied by some 
typicall  linguistic phenomena which are absent from Situationally used demonstratives. 

Anotherr important category in which deixis may be found is Reported Speech cited in 
narrationn (Himmelmann 1996: 221-2, see 3.1.2. with Hittite examples). Finally, a rather 
specificc type is Self-reference to a linguistic unit or act (o.c. 221, also see 3.1.4.). 
Himmelmann'ss ex. on p. 221 comes from the Pear Stories (Chafe 1980): 

2.288 XII . 16. it's very funny to make this 1.351 
XIL17.. telling. 

wheree this telling refers to the speech-act itself. 
Returningg to the categorization of Fillmore 1982, demonstratives either express 

distancee or speech participant contrasts, or both. English is usually considered a distance 
basedd system, but there are indications that this is not completely true. Lyons 1999: 18 gives 
somee examples that show speech participant orientation: 

2.299 Show me that (?this) letter you have in your pocket (Lyons' ex. 61). 

2.300 Tell her to bring that (Mis) drill she has (Lyons' ex. 62). 

Lyonss states that this is certainly possible, but that 'it would imply that the letter or drill is in 
somee way associated with the speaker' (I.e.). 

Anotherr type of orientation on the speech participants is the emotional use of 
demonstratives,, also called Empathetic Deixis. Levinson 1983: 81 recalls that English that 
mayy shift to this to show empathy, and that this may shift to that to show emotional distance. 
Seee Chen 1990: 148-151 for a discussion of distancing-f/kzf, sympathy-f/iaf and camaraderie-
thatthat and -this. Besides these few references the empathetic use of demonstratives has not 
receivedd much attention. Rauh 1983: 40-41 considers the transference of deictic contrasts to 

twoo different forms of 'this', a demonstrative and an indefinite this (p. 275 n. 1). It seems that they distinguish 
betweenn a proximal demonstrative and a cataphoric demonstrative, and that these demonstratives do not have 
thee same cognitive status. Cornish 1999: 27 connects 'presentational' this (or new-this) with the proximal-
demonstrativee this, and compares its function to 'cataphoric' this. In my view new-this + N and the cataphoric 
demonstrativee pronoun this have the same function: 1) they both announce a new entity. New-this introduces a 
firstt order entity on stage, whereas pronominal this introduces a higher order entity on stage, and 2) in both 
casess the clause containing the demonstrative provides a kind of link, a stepping stone, for what follows. Thus, 
thee only difference between new-this and discourse deictic this is their entity order. For the same reason I 
wouldd like to give up the category of Discourse Deixis and let it collapse with Anaphora. I assume that the only 
differencee between the two is entity order. However, the typological works on which I build the discussion of 
thee Hittite demonstratives in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 consider this category as one of the four basic uses of 
demonstratives.. I therefore also include Discourse deixis as a separate category. 
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thee emotional level even problematic given the fact that for example that may be used both 
negativelyy and positively. 

2.3.1.2.2.3.1.2. RecognitionalReference 

AA specific case of reference to an entity somewhere in the outside world in combination with 
thee centering procedure is the introduction of a referent which is discourse new (unactivated) 
butt hearer old (pragmatically presupposed) (Diessel 1999: 106). In English the distal 
demonstrativee adnominal that can serve to introduce a new referent, but then always carries 
thee assumption of prior potential familiarity, either because of co-presence of the referent in 
thee context or because of prior experience (Cornish 1999: 27). The notion of prior experience 
iss crucial here. Potential familiarity caused by co-presence in the context belongs to the 
Situationall  Use as defined in the geographical approach, whereas prior experience excludes 
thee presence of a referent in the utterance context. As mentioned earlier, Cornish gives 
priorityy to the cognitive approach, but in doing so is unable to distinguish between these two 
typess of adnominal that. That this distinction is relevant is shown at least by Himmelmann 
19966 and Diessel 1999. A typical example is 

2.311 I couldn't sleep last night. That dog (next door) kept me awake. (Gundel et al. 1993: 
278.) ) 

Thee speaker uses a distal demonstrative adnominal for first mention of the dog, not in order to 
pointt at the dog, not being present, but to activate the knowledge about a certain dog in the 
mindd of the hearer (speaker and hearer might have discussed the subject in the past). 

Typologicall  research, conducted by Himmelmann and Diessel, the latter using data from 
855 languages, shows that introducing referents which are familiar to speaker and addressee 
butt also discourse new, is done solely by means of demonstrative descriptions (demonstrative 
++ Noun(phrase)). The example above shows the situation in English, where only the non-
proximall  demonstrative that is allowed. The following German example with the 
demonstrativee dies- is taken from Himmelmann 1996: 231: 

2.322 01 X: was isn eigentlich mit diesem: Haustelephon was mir immer khabt ham; 
I'mm wondering what happened to that internal phone we used to have. 

022 N: des haut nimmer hin, 
itt doesn't work anymore 

Thiss specialized use of the demonstratives, called Recognitional, has been described 
systematicallyy for the first time by Himmelmann 1996: 230ff. (with note 25 for the term 
Recognitional),Recognitional), followed by Diessel 1999: 105ff. The following is mainly based on their 
account.. Himmelmann (1996: 240) thus presents 

2.333 'the recognitional use, which involves reference to entities assumed by the speaker to 
bee established in the universe of discourse and serves to signal the hearer that the 
speakerr is referring to specific, but presumably shared, knowledge. It invites the hearer 
too signal the need for further clarification regarding the intended referent or to 
acknowledgee that he or she, in fact, knows what the speaker is talking about.' 

Thee invitation to the hearer to acknowledge the presented information or to ask for 
clarificationn is of course not applicable to the written Hittite corpus. There are however 
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safeguardss preventing a possible failure in identification by the hearer. One of the features 
oftenn involved in a recognitional mention is the inclusion of a relative clause or other likewise 
elaboratee modifiers. This usually presents the addressee with enough information to be able to 
correctlyy identify the referent intended by the speaker. 

AA second feature mentioned in 2.33, specific, shared knowledge, is another typical 
aspectt of the recognitional use of demonstratives. The definite article also requires prior 
familiarity,, but on a more general level. The referent expressed by means of a definite article 
pluss noun, such as the queen, the moon, usually belongs to thee general, shared knowledge of a 
speechh community. A speaker might need to describe a certain telephone as (you know,) that 
telephonetelephone of yours that doesn't work, but he is 'over identifying' when saying (you know,) 
thatthat moon that stands in the sky. 

Recognitionall  use of the demonstrative usually involves first mention. Himmelmann 
(1996:: 236ff.) however also subsumes some later mentions under recognitional use rather 
thann under tracking (or anaphoric) use. In that case the demonstrative serves to remind the 
hearerr of a preceding participant or episode rather than to keep track of it. This method is used 
byy the Speaker when s/he doubts whether the Addressee can recover the correct referent, 
especiallyy when that referent appeared in the discourse several units (pause units, paragraphs) 
earlier. . 

Inn 2.3.1.1.1 mentioned that, if new-this is considered a special case of Situational Use, 
Recognitionall  use (Hearer old, Discourse new) might also be connected with Situational Use. 
Indeed,, both Wald (1983: 113-4) and Chen (1990: 142-3) compare new-this with old-that, 
thee difference being that new-this introduces non-presupposed information whereas old-that 
retrievess presumably shared information. Another reason to view the Recognitional 
demonstrativee as a special type of Situational Use, is the existence of so-called invisible 
demonstratives,, used for referents out of sight and therefore not really present in the speech 
situationn (Diessel 1999: 42). Invisible demonstratives referring to entities that are not present 
aree for example attested in Lillooet (Salish). The following table lists the Lillooet 
demonstrativess (Van Eijk 1985: 198): 

visiblee invisible 

singular r 
plural l 

'this' ' 

c?a c?a 

?izd ?izd 
'these' ' 

'that' ' 

ti? ti? 

?iz' ?iz' 
'those' ' 

'that' ' 
(farther) ) 

t?u t?u 

?izu ?izu 
'those' ' 

'this' ' 

kkww?a ?a 

kkwwla la 
'these' ' 

'that' ' 

ni? ni? 

nU nU 
'those' ' 

'that' ' 
(farther) ) 

kkwwu? u? 

kkwwl l 
'those' ' 

Tablee 2,5? The demonstratives in Lillooet. 

Inn 2.34a the demonstrative kwu? is used to refer to a sound of which the source is invisible but 
stilll  considered to be present. In 2.34b a visible object is referred to by means of medial ti?. 
Butt the same entity can be accompanied by a demonstrative even if the object is not present 
(2.34c).. In such a case the Speaker uses a member from the set of invisible demonstratives, in 
thiss case ni?, the counterpart of visible ti? (all examples from Van Eijk o.c. 199): 

2.344 a. stdm=frLui 
Whatt is that? (when hearing a noise) 

244 Gundel et al. also identify this type of use for the demonstrative, naming it 'reminder that' as 'a demonstrative 
determinerr that requires familiarity but not activation (...) often facilitates comprehension by serving as a 
signall  to the addressee to search long-term memory for a familiar referent' (1993: 301-2). See also 2.2.5.2. 
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b.. nil=til  kwu=citxw cwelp 
thatt  is the house (citxw) that burned down C'elp) (when pointing at the ruins) 

c.. elp-tu ni?=k u=citx 
thatt  house burned down (when talking about the house, while it is completely absent 
fromm the situation of speech). 

Thus,, entities that are not visible but present and entities that are not present at all can be 
indicatedd by means of the invisible set. So at least we have an example of a deictic 

25 5 

demonstrativee referring to something that is not only not visible but also not present. 

2.3.1.3.2.3.1.3. Summary and conclusions 

Entitiess that are present in the speech situation but need to be brought under  the attention of 
ann Addressee are often referred to by means of demonstratives. The choice for  a specific 
demonstrativee depends either  on relative distance from the Speaker  in a distance-based system 
orr  on location near  one of the speech participants in a person-based system. 

Threee types of deixis are distinguished: gestural deixis, symbolic deixis and 'Deixis 
amm Phantasma*, mainly found in narratives. These types of deixis can, and regularly are, 
accompaniedd by pointing gestures. It is therefore often said that demonstratives are pointers or 
localizers,, although not everyone agrees with this characterization . I believe that the 
demonstrativee expression simply links a mental representation to the speech situation, without 
beingg capable of further  identifying the referent. The identification is performed by the 

.. 27 

gesture. . 
Anotherr  way of referrin g to an element in the non-linguistic world belongs to the 

competencee of recognitionally used demonstratives. Their  sole purpose is to introduce a 
referentt  into the discourse that contains shared, private information. Such a demonstrative NP 
iss often accompanied by a modifier  providing more information if the head noun is not 
informativ ee enough itself. I believe that this modifier  is the linguistic pendant of the almost 
obligatoryy gesture in the case of deixis: it helps identify the intended referent. Again the 
demonstrativee could be considered a linker . This time however  the demonstrative links a 
mentall  representation to an entity in the memory of both Speaker  and Addressee. In other 
words,, in both non-linguistic uses the demonstrative instructs the Addressee to link a mental 
representationn of some as yet unidentified referent to an entity in some non-linguistic search 
domain.. In case of deixis the search domain is the speech situation, in case of recognitional 
usee the search domain is private, shared long term memory. The latter  memory partitio n by 
thee way is also accessed when an entity mentioned a long time ago has to be retrieved (this is 
actuallyy Anaphora in the geographical approach). More on that in the appropriate sections. In 
tablee form: 

Demonstrativee use Search domain more identifying informatio n 

255 If Recognitional Use and Situational Use can be partially equated somehow, and if Recognitional 
Demonstrativess can also be Anaphoric (as Himmelmann assumes), then the system of the geographical 
approachh partially collapses. Which is one of the reasons why the geographical approach alone wil l not do. 

266 See for example De Mulder 1996. De Mulder concludes that the French demonstrative determiner is neither a 
pointerr nor a localizer since it does not identify the referent on its own. Instead, the demonstrative determiner 
simplyy signals the Addressee to search for the referent in a certain region of the speech situation. 

277 One should try to find the referent of 'look at that man over there' if the Speaker keeps his eyes closed and 
doess not point. It will only work if the man is the only member of his class present. 
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Situationall  use the speech situation pointing gesture 
Recognitionall  use private, shared long term memory modifier 

Tablee 2.6: Comparison of Deictic and Recognitional Use of demonstratives. 

Turningg to Information structure, recognitional demonstratives are always Focus. Given the 
characteristicss -the entity is not present in the speech situation and the reference is a first 
mentionn in the discourse- the referents of such demonstratives can never be a Topic in the 
clausee containing them. Entities that are present in the speech situation and also mentioned for 
thee first time are often Focus, either because they are introduced in the focal part of a 
Predicatee Focus clause (see 2.2.3.2.1.), or because they are introduced as the subject in an 
'out-of-the-blue'' sentence, or Sentence Focus clause (see 2.2.3.2.3.). 

Thee question is now: does the combination of Topic and Situational Use & the 
centeringg procedure exist? If it does, it should only concern Unestablished Topics, because 
Establishedd topics are always part of the continuity procedure (see the next section). We have 
too look for non-salient entities that have not been mentioned before, but which the speaker 
placess in subject position in order to comment on it. Following the definition in ex. 2.8, the 
commentt increases the addressee's knowledge of the Topic referent. But since the referent 
wass not salient and not mentioned before nor present, the addressee has no knowledge to 
increase.. Furthermore, a Topic in Situational Use & centering procedure would violate the 
PrinciplePrinciple of Separation of Reference and Role (Lambrecht 1994: 184) which says "D o not 
introducee a referent and talk about it in the same clause" (o.c. 185). 

Combiningg this last remark with the findings in this paragraph and the preceding one, 
thee table is filled in as follows (U-Top - Unestablished Topic): 

geographicalgeographical parameter 
Deictic c 
Recognitional l 

cognitivecognitive parameter 
continuityy procedure 

Topic c 

_ _ 

Focus s 

_ _ 

centeringg procedure 

U-Topic c 

z z 
Focus s 

thisl'thatthisl'that N 
thatN thatN 

Tablee 2.7: The matrix: Centering & Deictic and Recognitional 

Thee remaining empty slots will be discussed in the next paragraph. 

2.3.2.. Deixis and the continuity procedure 

Inn this section the following slots of the table will be discussed: 

geographicalgeographical parameter 
Deictic c 
Recognitional l 

cognitivecognitive j 
continuityy procedure 

Topic c 
X X 

Focus s 
X X 

parameter parameter 
centeringg procedure 

U-Topic c Focus s 
this/thatthis/that N 

thatN thatN 

211 It is possible of course that Speakers actually sometimes use this kind of expression. I believe however that 
thiss would require a lot of accommodating by the Addressee (see Lambrecht 1994: 195ff. for pragmatic 
accommodation). . 
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Introducingg an entity linguistically into the discourse does not automatically imply that the 
entityy is not yet in the center of attention. It is very well possible, as Cornish 1999, Chapter 4 
argues,, that entities are present in the center of attention of a Speaker and Addressee without 
beingg introduced in the discourse by linguistic means. A gesture, a nod of the Speaker to some 
entityy often wil l do to bring that entity in the center of attention of the Addressee. After 
havingg done so, both may use unstressed, anaphoric pronouns, the so-called antecedentless 
anaphors,, referring to the entity in the discourse following the gesture. The following example 
showss that even such an attention drawing non-linguistic act is not necessary if the referent on 
itss own account stands out from the background: 

2.355 [A and B turn a corner on the pavement, and suddenly find themselves face to face 
withh a rather large dog] 
AA to B: Do you think it's friendly? (Cornish 1999: 112, ex. 4.1) 

Byy its sudden appearance the dog is immediately in the center of attention, and reference may 
thereforee be made to it by an anaphoric pronoun (anaphoric as understood in the geographical 
approach).. The speaker maintains or continues the center of attention on the dog as s/he may 
similarlyy maintain the focus on a referent which has been mentioned before in the discourse. 

Thiss time the pronoun in deictic context (it) stands in a Topic relation with the 
sentence,, the sentence being a comment on the dog. Although the correlation between 
Continuityy and Topic is very strong, it is possible to react on the appearing of the dog as 
followss with a Focus expression: 

2.366 A to B: THAT'S29 the dog that bit my leg yesterday (in contrast with other dogs) 

Thee only other requirement that validates this reaction in this context is the assumption the 
Speakerr makes about the state of knowledge of the Addressee. Speaker assumes that 
Addresseee knows that some dog has bitten the Speaker. The lack of accent on dog and the 
followingg relative clause indicates the presupposedness of this part of the clause, that is, the 
factt that some dog has bitten Speaker's leg yesterday. The unpredictable part from the point 
off  view of the Addressee, and thus the Focus, is the fact that it is exactly that dog and no 
other. . 

Itt is even possible to think of Unestablished Topics in connection with the speech 
situation.. As Lambrecht explains, Topics when unexpected have to be accented: 

2.377 [(This example is invented). Someone enters a room and notices that the children did 
somethingg wrong. Another person is asked:] 
Whatt did they do? — Well, HE ate the COOKIES, and HE ate the CAKE! (gestures are 
necessary.) ) 

Thee answer provides the missing part of information about the children, and the children are 
thereforee the Topic on which the predicates comment (compare with the possible answer with 
unaccentedd pronoun 'they ate the COOKIES*). It is however not clear which of the children did 
what,, and this unpredictability is indicated by using accented pronouns. So although the 
childrenn together are already the most salient referent, thus requiring the continuity procedure, 
thee Addressee still needs to establish a Topic relation due to the two different predicates. 

'' In this example accented that is the accented counterpart of it, not simply the demonstrative that. Compare 
withh the following situation: Who ate the cake? — HE did! (with pointing gesture). The gesture is the physical 
correlatee of the centering procedure, causing the person to be salient. The missing Focus argument is now 
providedd by accented he. 
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Thee reason that I include expressions as in 2.36 and 2.37 under the heading of 
Continuityy is the fact that the entities in both contexts are already in the center of attention. 
Thee centering procedure is therefore not required. On discourse level the center of attention 
iss maintained, on sentence level however other mechanisms are at work that depend on the 
wayy the Speaker wants to highlight his/her most important point in an information unit. The 
mostt conclusive evidence for the fact that saliency and for example Focus-hood do not 
excludee each other are of course Focus expressions referring to entities that are clearly salient 
inn the discourse. If I say 

2.388 Patj said SHE* was called, (example 3.30 in Lambrecht 1994: 286) 

thenn the referent of she is in Focus, but still salient. I will illustrate below that especially 
pronounss in Focus refer to entities that are in the center of attention. Also Givón 2001: 230 
notess 'that a constituent under contrast]ve focus is also an anaphorically accessible topic'. 

Summarizing,, we have seen combinations of Deixis, Centering and Focus (exx. 2.22, 
2.23,, 2.24, 2.5, 2.27, 2.32, 2.33), Deixis, Continuity and Topic, either established (2.35) or 
unestablishedd (2.37), and finally Deixis, Continuity and Focus (2.36). 

Thee unexpected combination is Continuity & Focus. Only Argument Focus (A-Focus) 
iss possible here (see 2.2.3.2.2). Continuity & Topic covers both Established Topic (E-Topic) 
andd Unestablished Topic (U-Topic), whereas Centering & Focus covers Predicate Focus and 
Sentencee Focus: 

geographicalgeographical parameter 

Deictic c 
Recognitional l 

cognitivecognitive parameter 
continuityy procedure 

E-Topic c 

slhe slhe 

U-Topic c 

S/HE E 

A-Focus s 

S/HE E 

centeringg procedure 

U-Topic c 

Z Z 

Focus s 

this!this! that N 
thatN thatN 

Tablee 2.8: The matrix: continuing & Deictic and Recognitional 

2.3.3.. Anaphora and the continuity procedure 

23.3.1.23.3.1. Introduction 

Anaphoraa as defined in the geographical approach is the phenomenon of reference to an 
earlierr mentioned entity. The anaphoric expression links its referent to thee referent of a textual 
antecedent: : 

2.399 Thus, from the Middle Hittite period on foreign elementsj played a great role in 
Anatoliann magic. Theyj were brought in by the newcomers from foreign lands, most 

00 Cornish 1999: 63 & 206 n. 1 takes accented pronouns generally as centering. The examples (4.5 and 4.7) he 
adducess to illustrate his view indeed refer to entities that are neither anaphorically nor situationally accessible. 
Theyy are however made salient, triggered, through inference from the discourse context and then contrastively 
referredd to. Cornish refers to Knud Lambrecht who analyzes these examples with accented pronouns as 
Contrastivee Focus expressions (ox. 123). In my view, his examples do not convincingly prove that accented 
pronounss are centering. 
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oftenn by the Hurrians. These elementSj were creatively transformed and absorbed into 
thee local tradition. (Popko 1995: 108) 

Thee most common anaphoric expressions are the unemphatic third person pronoun {they in 
thee example above), enclitics or zero (see 2.3.3.2.) and the emphatic pronoun (see 2.3.3.3.). 
However,, in most languages also demonstratives (these elements in the example above) can 
bee used to refer to referents of preceding textual antecedents . Instead of focusing the 
Addresseee on an element of the outside world, demonstratives are somehow needed to keep 
trackk of participants in the preceding discourse (Diessel 1999: 96, Himmelmann 1996: 226). 
Thee main characteristic of these participants is that they often are not in the current center of 
attentionn and need to be made salient again. Thus, the geographical approach is not able to 
explainn the difference between zero, pronouns and demonstratives. This leads us to a 
combinationn with the cognitive approach as a possible model which might explain the 
differencess between these anaphoric expressions. 

Discoursee referents may be subjected to either the continuity or the centering 
procedure.. To recapitulate: 

2.400 The Continuity procedure' maintains the current center of attention on a referent, 
whereass the 'centering procedure' introduces a referent into the center of attention. 

Thee third distinguishing feature is whether an expression stands in a Topic or Focus relation 
too the rest of the clause. 

Andd the other factor which has to be taken into account when describing the anaphoric 
usee of referring expressions is discourse structure. The objective is now also to establish the 
distributionn of referential expressions, either continuing or centering, in relation to the 
locationn of their antecedents (i.e., inside the same discourse unit or in different discourse 
units).. I wil l therefore split up the anaphora row in an in-node and across-node row. 

Thiss section discusses the use of unaccented pronouns (2.3.3.2.), accented pronouns 
(2.3.3.3.)) and demonstratives (2.3.3.4.) referring to entities that are salient at the moment the 
clausee containing the pronoun or demonstrative is expressed (Anaphora and the centering 
procedure,, i.e. the demonstratives, are discussed in 2.3.4.). Anaphora and continuity is the 
mostt heterogeneous group of all, both in form and function. Cornish 1999 finishes his book 
withh a remark on salient anaphoric definite descriptions and demonstratives: 'such forms 
alwayss convey something other than the default 'continue the representation currently in 
explicitt focus', even when their intended referent is in fact one of the discourse entities in 
currentt focus. But this is to begin another story ...' (o.c, 250). Here discourse structure kicks 
in: : 

geographicalgeographical parameter 
Anaphoraa in-node 

across-node e 

cognitivecognitive parameter 
continuityy procedure 

E-Topic c 
X X 

X X 

U-Topic c 
X X 

X X 

A-Focus s 
X X 

X X 

centeringg procedure 

U-Topic c Focus s 

2.3.3.2.2.3.3.2. Unaccented pronouns, clitics and zero as Established Topics 

311 And definite descriptions. But since definite descriptions are not formally marked in Hittite, I wil l not further 
discusss them. 
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Unaccentedd pronouns, clitics, and zero are the only expressions on which everyone agrees. 
Theyy are specialized in referring to entities that are in the absolute foreground of thought, in 
thee highest focus of attention. For Gundel et al. (1993: 279) being 'in focus' means that a 
referentt is at the current center of attention. Elements in focus include at least the topic of the 
precedingg utterance and other still-relevant higher order topics. Cornish (1999: 63) notes on 
ordinaryy third person pronouns: 'their chief discourse function is to signal referential and 
attentionall  continuity, thereby marking the stability of a given referent's existence within a 
givenn discourse model'. They are among Ariel's (1990: 56ff.) highest accessibility markers. 
Withinn the Topic-Focus framework, unaccented constituents, and thus pronouns, are used by 
aa Speaker who assumes that the referent is both active in the mind of the Addressee (in the 
sensee of being in the center of attention) and expected by the Addressee to be a Topic 
(Lambrechtt 1994: 324). The unaccented constituent is the Established Topic}1 

2.411 After some initial delay, Madduwatta; launched an attack on Hapallaj. H^ conquered 
itjj  and (0j) added itjto hisj own kingdom, ... (Bryce 1998: 146) 

Afterr uttering the initial sentence, the story is expected to continue the dealings of 
Madduwattaa with the state Hapalla. Both are now in the center of attention, and a link has 
beenn established between the two. The only new element is the type of relation as expressed 
byy the verb that exists between them, so both may be referred to by unaccented pronouns (or 
zeroo in the case of Madduwatta). And when used indeed, they trigger the assumption that the 
referentt has to be the most salient entity and an established Topic so that the Addressee looks 
forr a candidate in the preceding clause with the most fitting properties (with preference of 
Subjectt over non-Subject, human over non-human/inanimate, head over modifier, and 
discoursee topic over non-discourse topic). 

2.3.3.3.2.3.3.3. Accented pronouns 

Howw do the accented pronouns fit into the system? According to Cornish 1999: 63 accented 
pronounss are capable of referring to entities that are still easily recoverable by the addressee 
butt not in the highest focus of attention (see table 2.3). Moreover, they refer generally to 
entitiess that are not salient. The difficulty with Cornish' view is that the examples that he 
adducess are not unambiguously centering (see fh. 30). Cornish' view seems to coincide with 
Boschh 1983: 58ff. who classifies all accented referential pronouns as 'deictic', as re-orienting 
thee listener's attention. But Bosch' definitions of salience and anaphoric and deictic 
proceduress have everything to do with the Topic or Focus of a sentence: '... salience, with 
respectt to discourse, is aboutness: Within a discourse, the most salient object at any point is 
alwayss the object the discourse at that point is about' (Italics in the original work). And 'what 
thee discourse is about' is actually 'what a sentence is about': 'anaphoric pronouns refer to the 
objectss which the sentences (of which the pronouns form a part) are about, provided the 
objectss are semantically suitable with respect to the pronoun form' (o.c. 58; Italics mine). 
Thus,, anaphoric pronouns are within Lambrecht's framework Topic pronouns, and deictic 
pronounss indicate the Unestablished Topic or the Focus. 

Besidess the possibility that Cornish' centering accented pronouns actually refer to 
referentss that are already salient, most other instances of accented pronouns which I found in 

22 This includes according to Cornish also unaccented demonstratives, but I have no material in English on this 
subject. . 
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thee literatur e are indeed salient within Cornish' framework. Recalling what saliency means, 
elementss in the explicit focus region of working memory or  cache are salient (Cornish 1999: 
223).. The cache can contain no more than 2 or  3 sentences or  7 propositions (o.c. 222). If we 
combinee this with the findings of Givón 1983 that the referential distance of accented (or 
independent)) pronouns is generally 1-2 clauses to the left, it follows that accented pronouns 
aree generally salient. 

2.3.3.32.3.3.3 J. Accented pronouns as Unestablished Topics 

Althoughh I consider  all 3r d person pronouns salient, they do not necessarily have the same 
degreee of accessibility. Gundel et al. 1993: 278 classify the stressed pronouns as 'activated' 
andd not in 'the focus of attention', as less salient (see also Van Hoek 1997: 62) but still in 
short-termm memory (without presenting examples). The high accessibility of stressed 
pronounss is also discussed by Ariel 1990: 65ff. But as we wil l see later, accented pronouns 
cann also be used when the referent is in focus. So what is the difference between activated and 
inn focus accented pronouns? The answer  is provided by the framework set up by Lambrecht. 
Inn this section I wil l treat the accented pronouns that indicate Unestablished Topics, in the 
nextt  section those that indicate Contrastive Topics (2.3.3.3.2.), followed by the Argument 
Focuss pronouns (2.3.3.3.3.). 

Accentedd pronouns can be used to indicate that another  element comes 'in focus' 
(Givónn 1983: 30, Ariel 1990: 64ff., Gundel et al 1993: 299 fn. 30, Cornish 1999: 63). This 
meanss that the Topic of the preceding clause is replaced by a new Topic. See for  example: 

2.422 John hit BILL and then HE hit HIM. (Lambrecht 1994: 327, ex. 5.84) 

Thee accented he has to refer  to Bill , indicating a Topic-shift. Unaccented he should have 
referredd to John, because an unaccented pronoun triggers the assumption that the referent has 
too be 'in focus' and an established Topic (see 2.3.3.2.). When a salient element in the 
precedingg clause that was not already the Subject-Topic becomes a Topic in the next clause, 
ann accented pronoun can be used (although I wonder  whether  'and then Bil l hit John' would 
havee been more natural). Similarly , John is moved from Established Topic to an unexpected 
positionn in the focus domain of the clause, indicated by accented him (for  a more elaborate 
explanationn see Lambrecht I.e.). In 2.42 the new Topic also is a new agent-Subject. The next 
examplee shows that the Subject does not need to switch: 

2.433 John hit BILL and then HE was hit by IRA. (Ariel 1990: 65, ex. 17) 

Thee unaccented pronoun he would have implied that Bil l was hit by Ira. This time the role of 
thee comment 'was hit (by Ira)*  forces the interpretation that Bil l was hit given the fact that 
thatt  was what happened before. This role of the comment is one of the other  factors beside 
Establishedd Topic-hood and cognitive status that guide the addressee at referent resolution . 
Too avoid the expected pragmatic relation between Bil l and 'being hit' , the speaker  has to 
avoidd the unaccented pronoun. 

Onee might think that the change in semantic role causes the use of the accented 
pronoun,, but Ariel 1990: 66, who argues that accented pronouns have lower  accessibility than 
unaccentedd pronouns, suggests something which perfectly fit s in the Topic-Focus framework: 
'II  suggest that lower  accessibility is marked by stress, usually reserved for  focus marking, 
becausee both have in common the indication that the referent intended is not the one to be 

333 Cornish 1999: 69ff. has devoted a chapter to the role of what he calls the indexical segment. 
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expected'.. This is also what Lambrecht has found: 'The function of an accent on constituents 
withh active referents , whether pronominal or nominal, is then to establish the role of a given 
referentt as a topic or a focus argument in a pragmatically structured proposition' (o.c. 323). 
Thus,, in 2.42 and 2.43 the accented pronoun establishes the referent as Topic in relation to 
thatt specific comment. 

Thee formulation of Lambrecht does not distinguish between pronominal and nominal 
expressions.. As I stated above, it seems to me that the Unestablished Topics in ex. 2.42 (and 
2.43)) are more naturally expressed by means of accented names. Also, I believe that accented 
pronounss have more often 'in focus' referents than generally assumed (see 2.3.3.3.2. and 

i t t 

2.3.3.3.3.).. For the moment this has to remain an assumption and should be tested on a 
corpuss of recorded English conversation. 

Beforee we move to the 'in focus' accented pronouns, a word is in order about Topic-
shiftt in other languages than English. Topic-shifts in other languages may not be indicated by 
accentedd pronouns , but by demonstrative pronouns, as in French (Cornish 1999: 66, ex. 
(2.28)): : 

2.455 L'ouvrière redit nai'vement son mensonge ahf e Vatnaz; celle-ci en vint a parier au 
bravebrave commis. (Flaubert) 

elle e 

Thee female worker naively repeated her lie to M Vatnaz; the latter (f.sg.) ended up 
speakingg to the good clerk (about it). 

Cornish'' translation into English shows that the latter is preferred instead of an accented 
pronoun,, which would support my impression that accented pronouns as Unestablished 
Topicss are rather odd. For the use of the French demonstrative determiner ce as a salient 
demonstrativee capable of structuring the discourse, see 2.3.3.4.2. 

Interestingly,, contrary to French the Latin distal demonstrative pronoun ille is more or 
lesss restricted to the environments described in this paragraph, and does not occur in the 
discoursee structuring function of the other demonstratives hie and is (see 2.3.3.4.2.). As is the 
casee with the Hittite medial demonstrative pronoun apa- in anaphoric use, the Latin distal 
demonstrativee pronoun ille seems to be specialized in signalling Unestablished Topics and 
Argumentt Focus. An example of an Unestablished Topic and ille is (from Bolkestein & Van 
dee Grift 1994: 289, 294, ex. 5b' combined with ex. 10a): 

Lambrecht'ss category 'active' (1994: 93ff.) corresponds with high saliency. 

InIn order to support this I list the findings of Gundel et al 1993: 291. The Chinese accented ta 'he' did not occur 
onn a total of 240 referring expressions. For English there was only one accented 3rd person pronoun on 655 
referringg expressions. This pronoun had the status 'activated'. The Russian accented ono 'he' occurred once as 
'activated'' on a total of 284 referring expressions. The Spanish accented pronoun el was not attested on a total 
off  331 referring expressions. The cognitive status of Japanese kar e 'he' is 'activated' according to Gundel et al. 
o.c.. 284, but in their material kare occurs 4 times on a total of 363 referring expressions, each time 'in focus'. 
Thus,, we have 4 'in focus' and 2 'activated' accented pronouns on 1873 referring expressions. Any conclusion 
basedd on 6 out of 1873 is statistically irrelevant. Assigning the cognitive status 'activated' to the accented 
pronounss seems therefore premature: one would like to examine the examples. In Hittite the referent of the 
accentedd pronoun apa- is almost always 'in focus'. 

566 As Ariel 1990: 65 notes, 'High Accessibility Markers are the hardest to correlate cross-linguistically'. This 
meanss that different languages can use different types of expressions to state the same and vice versa. 
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2.466 Erat unus intus Nervius, nomine Vertico, loco natus honesto, qui ... Hie servo ... 
persuadetpersuadet ...ut litter as ad Caesar em defer at. Has iUe_ in iaculo illigatas effert (Caes. 
Gall.Gall. 5.45.3-4) 
Theree was a Nervian in the camp, named Vertico, born to an honourable estate, who 
..... He (hie) persuaded a slave (servo) to deliver a despatch to Caesar. The man (Me) 
carriedd forth the despatch bound on a javelin. 

2.3.3.3.2.2.3.3.3.2. Accented pronouns as Contrastive Topics 

Too recapitulate, the dominant opinion is that the accented pronoun in English is basically not 
'inn focus'. However, accented pronouns may also be used to refer to elements that are already 
highlyy salient. First, accented pronouns may indicate that the most salient referent is in 
counter-presuppositionall  Focus (see the next section). Secondly, Contrastive Topics are 
almostt always highly salient. Example 2.17 (2.2.3.2.1.) provided an illustration of salient 
entitiess that are referred to by accented pronouns, repeated here as 2.47.b.: 

2.477 a. I saw MARY yesterday. She says HELLO. 
b.. I saw MARY and JOHN yesterday. SHE says HELLO, but HE's still ANGRY at you. 

Inn both a. and b. Mary is equally salient and accessible (or active in Lambrecht's terms), and 
inn both cases the predicate is about Mary, providing some new information about her. 
Thereforee Mary is the Topic. In the b. part however both Mary and John are introduced. Both 
mayy now be topics but with what comment? This unexpectedness is indicated by means of 
accentedd pronouns. Both Topics are Contrastive Topics (Dik 1997a: 326 classifies the 
accentedd elements in this type of construction as Parallel Focus.) 

Thee accented pronouns are not centering because the cognitive effort in retrieving the 
correctt antedecent is minimal, especially when one realizes that she may only refer to 
females,, and he to males. The use of accented pronominal Contrastive Topics is only possible 
inn English when the referents are male and female. Otherwise one again has to use the names: 

2.488 John and Bil l came to see me. JOHN was NICE, but BILL was rather BORING (Dik 
1997a:: 326, ex. 36). 

Sometimess however, highly salient referents that are also expected to become the Topic in the 
nextt clause are still expressed by means of an accented pronoun although there is no explicit 
contrastt (ex. 2.16 repeated as 2.49): 

2.499 a. What is she going to DO? 
b.. SHE'S going to do the COOKING (adapted from Lambrecht (5.86')) 

Ass I described sub 2.16, the accented pronoun indicates that the referent is to be considered an 
Unestablishedd Topic. I would like to call this kind of Topic an Implicitly Contrastive Topic 
givenn the implicature that the referent of she is 'selected over some potential alternative 
candidatee in the universe of discourse*  (Lambrecht 1994: 328). Still, the accessibility and 'in 
focusness'' of she are the same whether she is accented or unaccented. The hierarchies of 

Theree is however another possibility. As I discuss in chapter 7.6, parallel constructions like these with 
accentedd salient expressions might have nothing to do with Topic or Focus, but everything with the intonation 
contourr required by coordinate clauses. 
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Gundell  et al. (1993) and Ariel (1990) do not account for such a situation because they 
concentratee on the cognitive status and identifiability of referents throughout the flow of 
discourse.. Neither can Cornish explain this type of use. He only points at the topic-shifting 
powerss of the accented third person pronoun (1999: 63). 

2333.3.2333.3. Accented pronouns as Focus 

Lambrechtt has shown that Focus and saliency are independent parameters (1994: 257ff., 
286).. He illustrates this by means of the following examples (his (3.29) and (3.30), o.c. 115) 

2.500 A: Has Pat been called yet? 
B:: Pat said she was called TWICE. 

2.511 A: Who did they call? 
B:: Pat said SHE was called 

Inn the first example she referring to Pat is clearly in the center of attention, and also the 
Establishedd Topic. In the second example the requested information is provided by accented 
sheshe which is therefore the Focus. (I assume that pronouns in Focus can only appear as 
Argumentt Focus.) However, in both cases the pronoun is referring anaphorically to Pat and 
theree is no reason to assume that the cognitive effort in retrieving the correct antecedent of 
SHESHE is more difficult than for she, or in other words that the referent of SHE is less accessible 
thann the one of she. 

Summarizing,, the use of accented 3rd person pronouns and the difference with 
unaccentedd pronouns can be more satisfactorily be described by the requirements of the 
Informationn Structure of the clause than by the cognitive status or the accessibility of the 
respectivee referents. 

2333.4.2333.4. Accented pronouns and discourse units 

II  wil l be short on the correlation of 3r person anaphoric pronouns and discourse structure: it 
iss very likely that these pronouns mainly refer to discourse entities inside a discourse unit (see 
forr example Van Dijk & Kintsch 1983, Fox 1987, Ariel 1990, Van Hoek 1997). More 
discussionn on the influence of discourse structure on referring expressions and vice versa 
followss in the sections on the anaphoric demonstratives. 

Inn the next section anaphoric demonstratives referring to salient entities wil l be 
discussed. . 

233.4.233.4. Demonstratives 

Ass cited in 2.3.3.1., Cornish observes that definite descriptions and demonstratives signal 
somethingg else than 'maintain the referent in the center of attention', especially when the 
referentt is in the center of the attention. Others of course have noticed the same. Before 
presentingg a description of the different uses of salient demonstratives in discourse, I wil l 
summarizee the views of several scholars on the subject of anaphoric demonstratives (whether 
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referringg to salient or non salient entities), starting with the typological research of Diessel 
andd Himmelmann and followed by what Cornish has collected on anaphoric demonstratives. 

DiesselDiessel 1999: In line with the views of Gundel et al. 1993 and Ariel 1990, Diessel (o.c. 96) 
statess that 'anaphoric demonstratives are often used to indicate a referent that is somewhat 
unexpectedd and not currently in the focus of attention' and on p. 99: 'What all anaphoric 
demonstrativess have in common is that they do not just continue the focus of attention; rather, 
theyy indicate that the antecedent is not the referent that the hearer would expect in this context 
(i.e.. the most topical NP)\ He has isolated the following uses of anaphoric demonstratives: 

1.. They may indicate a topic shift (p. 96). Although in English and certainly in Hittite topic 
shiftss are expressed by means of accented pronouns (see 2.3.3.3.1. above), in languages 
likee German, French and Latin demonstrative pronouns are used. 

2.. They may reactivate a participant mentioned some time ago in the discourse (p. 99). This 
belongss to the centering procedure, see 2.3.4. 

3.. They may be used to establish a newly introduced discourse referent more firmly as a 
thematicallyy prominent discourse topic (p. 96ff.). This is called Immediate Anaphora after 
firstfirst mention and wil l be discussed in this section. 

HimmelmannHimmelmann 1996: Himmelmann o.c. 226 discards the approaches that treat demonstratives 
ass markers of intermediate topicality, accessibility (Ariel 1990: 73) and activation state 
(Gundell  et al. 1993: 275). Instead, 'demonstratives are used for tracking only if other tracking 
devicess fail' (p. 227). Crucial use is made of discourse nodes: demonstratives may track in-
node,, across node, and at a node boundary. Himmelmann restricts himself to in-node tracking: 
'Demonstrativee expressions ... are used whenever a second full definite NP mention is 
necessaryy for a given referent within a given discourse node — for whatever reason.' (p. 
227).. So if the third person pronouns fail, then only a demonstrative may be used inside a 
discoursee node, excluding the use of NPs with definite articles from in-node tracking. Third 
personn pronouns may fail because of: 

1.. Danger of ambiguity (p. 227-8). The examples presented by Himmelmann show topic-
shift,, so this category coincides with Diessel's category 1. 

2.. The restriction of third person pronouns to rationals in some languages (p. 228-9). 
Inanimatee participants have to be tracked by demonstratives, as in Tagalog. I wil l not 
discusss this further. 

3.. Immediate anaphora after first mention (p. 229). See below. 

CornishCornish 1999: Finally, Cornish describes the following effects of demonstrative descriptions 
referringg to salient entities (English demonstrative pronouns often refer to propositions and 
aree therefore discussed in 2.3.5. and 2.3.6.): 

1.. The demonstrative description may be (reclassifying (p. 57). This is a case of Immediate 
anaphoraa after first mention. 

2.. The demonstrative description may indicate a new orientation, a shift in perspective 
withinn the discourse (p. 56). This could also be subsumed under Immediate anaphora 
(afterr first mention). 

3.. The demonstrative description (and pronoun) may signal a transition to a new discourse 
unit,unit, replacing its salient discourse referent for a new object of focus (p. 27). See 
Apothélozz 1995: 291-300 for French. 
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Summarizing,, on the level of (discourse) semantics salient demonstratives descriptions are 
(re)classifyingg (Cornish 1), while the demonstrative pronouns indicate a topic shift (Diessel 
1).. On the level of structuring the discourse, they may either firmly establish a referent as the 
discoursee topic (Immediate anaphora after first mention, Diessel 3, Himmelmann 3, Cornish 
2,, see section 2.3.3.4.1.), or, more generally, demarcate discourse units (Cornish 3, and 
sectionn 2.3.3.4.2). In a few very simplified words, demonstratives add something new to 
eitherr the (salient) referent or to the discourse. 

2.3.3.4.1.2.3.3.4.1. Immediate anaphora after first mention 

Whenn a referent is introduced into the discourse as locally or globally thematically prominent, 
itt is often referred to after this first mention by means of a demonstrative expression (see for 
examplee Apothéloz 1995: 291f. for French, Bolkestein & Van de Grift 1994: 287ff. for Latin, 
Lichtenberkk 1996: 386ff. for To'aba'ita38, Terken 1984: 282, 286 for Dutch39). This is 
especiallyy common in languages that lack a definite article. The function of this demonstrative 
iss to establish the referent more firmly in the discourse. Bolkestein & Van de Grift 1994 
distinguishh two types of pragmatic function for the antecedent of the demonstrative 
expressionn in Latin: 

1.. The antecedent is expected to function as the Discourse Topic. The referent, a Future 
Topicc in their terms, is often introduced by means of a staging predicate (o.c. 287). 

2.. The antecedent is in the Focus part of the antecedent clause, and is thus not the expected 
Discoursee (and Sentence) Topic because there are other candidates that are preferred for 
Topic-hoodd (o.c. 293ff). 

Thee situation described under 2. has been discussed for Latin and French in 2.3.3.3.1., 
UnestablishedUnestablished Topics, ex. 2.46. For 1. we have in Latin (from Bolkestein & Van de Grift 
1994:: 289, ex. 5b'): 

2.522 Erat unus intus Nervius, nomine Vertico, loco natus honesto, qui ,.. Hie servo ... 
persuadetpersuadet ...ut litter as ad Caesar em defer at. (Caes. Gall. 5.45.3-4) 
Theree was a Nervian in the camp, named Vertico, born to an honourable estate, who 
..... He (hie) persuaded a slave (servo) to deliver a despatch to Caesar. 

Inn To'aba'ita demonstrative NPs are oftenn used to firmly establish the discourse topic: 

2.533 .. nia ka toda-a te'e thaari. Thaari 'eri, 
hee he:SEQ meet-her one girl. Girl this, 

rikilarikila  -na 'e le'a mamana bo'o 
appearance-herr it:FACT be.nice really INT 

.... he met a girl.. The girl, she (lit.: her appearance) was really beautiful. (Ex. (9) from 
Lichtenberkk 1996: 387) 

To'aba'itaa is a member of the Oceanic subgroup of Austronesian (Lichtenberk 1996: 408, fn. 1) 

Terkenn studies the distribution of unaccented and accented expressions in relation to discourse structure. She 
observedd that accented expressions (demonstratives, noun phrases) are often used immediately after they have 
beenn introduced. 
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Cornishh (1999: 56) does not explicitly mention Immediate Anaphora after first mention, but 
statess that the demonstrative description may indicate a new orientation, or a shift in 
perspective.perspective. He cites the following reclassifying example: 

2.542.54 Jacques Toubon a présenté, mercredi 25 octobre, devant Ie conseil des ministres, un 
proo jet de loi visant a renforcer la legislation antiterroriste. Ce texte, qui a suscité 
plusieurss réserves du Conseil d'Etat, prévoit de considérer de nouvelles infractions 
commee 'actes de terrorisme . . .' (Le Monde, 27 oct. 1995, p. 1, from Cornish 1999: 
54). . 

Afterr introducing a 'projet de loi' in the next example, the text continues with a description 
withh the internal make-up of the bill . It is not exactly clear to me whether the projet de loi is a 
Futuree Topic, or whether it is in Focus without the connotation of becoming a Discourse 
Topic.. The fact that a kind of staging predicate presenter is used brings this example close to 
examplee 2.53, where the girl is introduced as the object of meet. On the other hand, why are 
thee he in 2.53 and Jacques Toubon in 2.54 not the expected Discourse Topics? After all, they 
aree both the Subject, and in 2.53 also the Sentence Topic. So it seems that these two examples 
representt Unestablished Topics. But this is not the case in the next example: 

2.555 Un avion s'est écrasé hier. Cet avion relie habituellement Miami a New York (De 
Mulderr 1996: 42, ex. 11). 

Dee Mulder discusses this piece of text in order to explain the difference between 
demonstrativee NPs and definite NPs in French. He compares it with 

2.566 Un avion s'est écrasé hier. L'avion/Cet avion venait de Miami (his ex. 9) 

wheree both NPs are allowed. The difference between the two is that in 2.56 the discourse is 
moree coherent than in 2.55. De Mulders refers to Kleiber (1986) for the correlation between 
discoursee coherence and demonstratives: a demonstrative NP is the preferred anaphoric 
expressionn for creating the necessary discourse coherence. This also noted by Cornish 1999: 
566 who observes that the two sentences in 2.54 are performing different discourse functions. 
Thee first sentence introduces the discourse topic whereas the second one considers the 
'internall  make-up of the bill' . He concludes with: 'Use of the definite description Le texte 
wouldd have led to relative incoherence in this context*  (I.e.). 

Onee of the means of creating discourse coherence consists of Tail-Head linking (Dik 
1997b:: 438f.). In a Tail-Head linking construction a crucial part of the preceding clause is 
summarized: : 

2.577 After a long journey they came to a small village. In that village/There they found a 
placee where they could spend the night. (Dik's ex. 29). 

Inn my opinion the demonstrative determiner in 2.55 functions as a shorthand for a Tail-Head 
linkingg device which could be a relative clause in the case of a Subject Topic: 

2.588 Un avion s'est écrasé hier. L'avion qui est écrasé hier relie habituellement Miami a 
Neww York (De Mulder 1996: 42, ex. 11). 
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Whenn a relative clause (or some other modifying expression) is present it is not necessary to 
usee a demonstrative determiner. This becomes even clearer when viewing the following 
exampless (Maes & Noordman 1995: 265, ex. 15 & 15c40): 

2.599 In the big cities, air pollution is increasing. {This/that/the}41 air pollution is a result 
off  bad policy. 

2.600 In the big cities, air pollution is increasing. |The / ?this}  increasing air pollution in the 
bigg cities is a result of bad policy. 

Inn 2.60 the use of the demonstrative is questionable whereas it is preferred in 2.59. Thus, the 
demonstrativee replaces a more elaborate description that links a clause to its preceding clause 
byy partial repetition of that preceding clause. This mechanism is necessary in order to link 
discoursee units that are not thematically coherent. A similar linking is observed by Apothéloz 
1995:: 292 in a different context (although he uses the term 'ancrer', to anchor). This time the 
demonstrativee is used to connect one speech-act/discourse move with a speech-act/move of 
anotherr person (his ex. 39): 

2.611 Question: Que pensez-vous du succes d'un feuilleton comme Dallas? 
Writtenn answer: Je pense que Ie succes de ce feuilleton est du au fait que ... 

Finally,, the linking mechanism of demonstratives becomes apparent when a referent is 
redescribedd or classified in such a way that it is not immediately clear that the description is 
connectedd with the antecedent. 

2.622 On apprend la mort hier de John Sowers. Cet Américain, agé de 55 ans, était a 
1'originee de la photocopieuse ... 
'Wee hear of the death yesterday of John Sowers. This American, aged 55, was the 
inventorr of the photocopier ...' (from Cornish 1999: 57, ex. 2.21). 

Onee cannot take it for granted that everyone knows that John Sowers was an American. The 
classificationn of Sowers as such needs therefore to be linked to the preceding clause. 
Accordingg to Gundel et al. 1993: 302 this redescription of an activated referent 'provides a 
compellingg example of a stronger than strictly necessary form being required'. The use of 'ce' 
explicitlyy signals that the referent is activated (salient in Cornish' framework), information 
thatt would be harder to retrieve without the demonstrative. 

Summarizing,, I believe that the principle behind Immediate Anaphora after first 
mentionn by means of demonstratives might be that the clause containing the demonstrative 
NPP is not thematically connected with the preceding clause. In order to restore discourse 
coherencee a demonstrative NP -a Tail-Head linking device in disguise- can be used, even if 
thee referent of that phrase is highly salient and already expected to become the Discourse and 
Sentencee Topic. On the level of discourse, the initial clause is the introduction or 
announcement,, after which the true story starts. One could even consider this an instantiation 
off  the Principle of the separation of reference and role on discourse level. Lambrecht 1994: 
1844 formulates this principle in relation to Sentence Topics: "Do not introduce a referent and 
talkk about it in the same clause". In terms of discourse topics and units this could be 

Besidess Himmelmann, Maes & Noordman (o.c. 257) also contest the claim made by Ariel (1988, 1990) that 
demonstrativee descriptions refer to discourse entities with a relatively low degree of accessibility. 

411 'This' is the most preferred, 'the' the least. 
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paraphrasedd as: "Do not announce a discourse topic and start talking about it in the same 
discoursee unit". 

2.3.3.4.2.2.3.3.4.2. Demarcating discourse units 

Foxx 1987 found that lexical noun phrases instead of pronouns (i.e., an overspecified 
expression)) referring to salient entities demarcate rhetorical units and Apothéloz 1995: 29Iff. 
(withh references) noticed the same for the French demonstrative description. This has been 
experimentallyy confirmed by Vonk 2001: 272f. for Dutch overspecified expressions (a name 
withh modifier). The outcome of her experiments showed that overspecified expressions create 
aa discourse discontinuity.42 So, as with probably Immediate anaphora after first mention, 
lexicall  NPs occur on discourse nodes. 

Thee transition to a new discourse unit or rhetorical unit includes two different type of 
discoursee structuring. The first type, entering a new unit and closing the preceding one, 
assumess that both units function on the same level, they are sequential so to speak. Most 
exampless from Fox and Apothéloz are of this type. To cite part of an example from Fox 1987: 
111: : 

2.63aa (4) Albertson wil l be responsible for academic planning and program review, ... 
(5)) He also is responsible for UC extension, ... 
(6)) Albertson has been special assistant to Swain since 1978. 

Clausess 4 and 5 form a list describing the responsibilities of Albertson. After that, the 
descriptionn continues with a narration of the past positions of Albertson. This new discourse 
unitt is marked by the lexical NP Albertson. 

Thee other type involves the switch between embedded and main discourse units, 
betweenn background and foreground units. This can be illustrated by means of Latin 
(Bolkesteinn & Van de Grift 1994: 292, ex. 8b): 

2.63bb Eidem Alexandro et equi magna raritas contingit. Bucephalan eum vocaverunt sive ab 
...... sive ab ... XVI talentisferunt exPhilonici Pharsalii grege emptum etiam turnpuero 
captocapto eius decor e. Neminem hic_ alium quam Alexandrum regio instructus ornatu 
recepitrecepit in sedem (Plin. Nat. 8.154) 
Alexanderr also had the good fortune to own a great rarity in horseflesh. They called 
thee animal Bucephalas, either because of ... or because of ... It is said that he was 
boughtt for 16 talents from the herd of Philonicus of Pharsalus, while Alexander was 
stilll  a boy, as he was taken by his beauty. This horse (hie), when adorned with the 
royall  saddle would not allow itself to be mounted by anybody except Alexander. 

Ass Bolkestein & Van de Grift explain, the 'great rarity in horseflesh' is not constituted by the 
horse'ss name, but by its refusal to accept anyone else but Alexander in the saddle. The 
namegivingg is a subsidiary passage, and only the clause with hie returns to the first sentence 
(o.c.. 292). For is resuming an earlier topic after a digression see Bolkestein 2000: 123. 

422 I wonder though what came first. Do we come to expect a discontinuity because discontinuity is part of the 
semanticss of a lexical NP or does a new unit require, among other things, a lexical NP, with the result that a 
lexicall  NP is expected to occur on a discourse boundary. In the latter situation discontinuity might not be part 
off  the semantics of a lexical NP. 
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2.3.3.5.2.3.3.5. Summary 

Demonstrativee NPs in English (and demonstrative pronouns in a language like Latin) 
referringg to salient entities, i.e. overspecified NPs, occur generally in two types of context: 
Immediatee anaphora after first mention, and on discourse boundaries. It has generally been 
acceptedd that demonstrative NPs and lexical NPs in general are capable of demarcating 
discoursee units, but this has not been asserted of Immediate anaphora after first mention. 
Accordingg to the literature, the function of Immediate anaphora after first mention is to more 
firmlyfirmly  establish a referent as a global or local discourse topic. However, I believe that the 
demonstrativee expression also here appears on the boundary of a discourse unit. In the case of 
Immediatee anaphora after first mention the new unit is the beginning of the actual narration 
afterr the introduction of the referent in the first clause. 

Butt what is the difference between a definite NP and a demonstrative NP? In my view 
thee demonstrative in the demonstrative NP functions as a kind of Tail-Head linking device in 
disguise.. Whereas a NP generally begins a new discourse unit, the demonstrative is capable to 
linkk this unit to the rest of the preceding discourse in order to restore the broken discourse 
coherence.. At least, this is how it could work in languages with definite articles. 

Whenn discussing the examples I sometimes referred to the Information structure inside 
thee sentence. For example, in 2.52 and 2.63 the Latin demonstrative pronoun is an Established 
Topic,, and the same goes for the French 2.55, 2.56 and English 2.60. The demonstrative NPs 
inn To'aba'ita, 2.53 and French, 2.54, are Unestablished Topics. The question remains whether 
demonstrativee NPs can also occur in Argument Focus. 

Combiningg these results with the results from 2.3.3.3. in Table 2.9, it turns out that (1) 
withinn a discourse unit accented pronouns can appear in every slot accept the one for 
Establishedd Topic, and that (2) demonstrative descriptions, referring across node, can be both 
kindd of Topics. If it is indeed true that demonstrative NPs occur when the discourse 
coherencee is not very strong, then the answer to the question about Argument Focus is clear. 
Argumentt Focus clauses require that the rest of the clause is presupposed, which means that 
thee connection with the preceding discourse is maximal. If that is the case, the stimulus for 
usingg the demonstrative NP is absent. Therefore, demonstrative NPs probably do not occur in 
Argumentt Focus. The ultimate consequence might be that Information Structure is not 
importantt at all for across node reference. Leaving this consideration aside, the table is filled 
inn as follows: 

geographicalgeographical parameter 
Anaphoraa in-node 

across-node e 

cognitivecognitive parameter 
continuityy procedure 

E-Topic c 
slhe slhe 

thislthatN thislthatN 

U-Topic c 
S/HE E 

this/thatthis/that N 

A-Focus s 
S/HE E 

centeringg procedure 

U-Topic c Focus s 

Tablee 2.9: The matrix: continuing & Anaphora 

2.3.4.. Anaphora and the centering procedure 

Thiss section wil l deal with the centering expressions. The only anaphoric expressions 
referringg to non-salient discourse referents discussed here are the demonstratives. As I said in 
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thee introduction, I do not include definite NPs in the discussion. Furthermore, accented 
pronounss are not discussed here since I disagree with scholars who assume that accented 
pronounss can refer to non-salient entities (see section 2.3.3.3.). 

Thee slots to be filled in are: 

geographicalgeographical parameter 
Anaphoraa in-node 

across-node e 

cognitivecognitive parameter 
continuityy procedure 

E-Topic c 
slhe slhe 

this/thatthis/that N 

U-Topic c 
S/HE E 

this/thatthis/that N 

A-Focus s 
S/HE E 

centeringg procedure 

U-Topic c 
X X 

X X 

Focus s 
X X 

X X 

2.3.4.1.2.3.4.1. Introduction 

Thee function of demonstratives in discourse is quite complicated (see the preceding section), 
nott in the least because demonstratives in discourse have been studied only partially. Two 
mainn works on demonstratives, Diessel 1999 and Himmelmann 1996, focus on in-node use of 
demonstrativess in discourse but hardly discuss them when the antecedents are found across a 
discoursee node. Similarly, Cornish 1999: 54 restricts himself to demonstratives referring to 
thee preceding clause. His framework however is clear in this matter: any expression that refers 
too an entity that is not in the center of attention is centering. Ariel 1990: 18-19 is the only one 
thatt gives statistics on the use of anaphoric expressions including demonstratives at different 
distancess in the discourse. However, she restricts her examples to demonstratives in first 
mentionn or in reference to the previous clause. In the next discussion I wil l refer frequently to 
Gundell  et. al (1993) although I will eventually not use their model as an explanation of the 
usee of demonstratives in discourse. 

Despitee this lack of verifiable material, what is claimed about demonstratives? Gundel 
ett al. (1993) show that demonstrative descriptions from samples of English, Japanese, 
Russiann and Spanish spoken and written texts are distributed according to the highest 
cognitivee status they had in their particular contexts in the following way (o.c. 291-292) : 

ENGLISH H 
thisN thisN 
thatN thatN 

JAPANESE E 
konokono 'this' N 
sono'that'sono'that' N (medial) 
anoano 'that' N (distal) 

RUSSIAN N 
ètoèto 'this' N 
toto 'that' N 

SPANISH H 
esteeste 'this' N 
eseese 'that' N (medial) 
aquelaquel 'that' N (distal) 

INN FOCUS 

1 1 

1 1 
18 8 

1 1 

1 1 

ACTIVATED D 

11 1 
10 0 

7 7 
15 5 
1 1 

7 7 

2 2 

FAMILIA R R 

7 7 

1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

433 In the following I wil l only discuss demonstrative descriptions. English demonstrative pronouns are almost 
alwayss used to refer to propositions and are therefore discourse deictic, not anaphoric. This may of course be 
differentt in other languages, as it is in Hittite. 
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Tabicc 2.10: Distribution of English, Japanese, Russian and Spanish demonstratives 
accordingg to highest status (Gundel et al. 1993: 291-292)44. 

Forr the moment I wil l not discuss the status 'in focus' because it obviously does not apply to 
referentss that have not been referred to for some time. 

'Familiar'' means that the Speaker refers to an entity that is presumably already 
representedd somehow in the mind of the Addressee, either because it is stored in long-term 
memoryy or because it is in short-term memory through recent mention or perception (1993: 
278).. Also representations of referents with 'activated' status can be retrieved from long-term 
memoryy or may arise from the immediate linguistic or extra-linguistic context. An activated 
referentt is represented in current short-term memory (I.e.). It seems that Gundel et al. 
differentiatee between working memory and current working memory although I do not know 
howw to distinguish 'familiar' from 'activated' in this case. However, in order to describe 
anaphoricc reference of demonstratives over larger distances or across a discourse node I think 
wee only need to bee concerned with long-term memory and with the status 'familiar'. 

Gundel'ss et al. thesis is that there is generally a difference in status between proximal 
andd medial or distal demonstrative determiners, proximal often being at least activated and 
distall  being familiar (o.c. 284). The same idea is advocated by Ariel 1990: 5Iff., 75: proximal 
demonstrativee determiners indicate higher accessibility of the referent than non-proximal 
demonstrativee determiners. But as can be seen from table 2.10, for example all Japanese 
demonstrativess can refer to entities that are only familiar, albeit infrequently. The question I 
wantt to discuss is this: given the fact that all demonstratives can be familiar but not activated, 
whatt is the condition that governs the choice of demonstratives with the status familiar? 

23.4.2.23.4.2. Demonstratives with the status 'familiar' 

Thee answer can only be based on my discussion of the Hittite material, since (in-depth) 
studiess in other languages dealing with this particular question are not available. In order to 
excludee entities that are in focus or activated, I limited the Hittite material containing 
anaphoricc demonstrative determiners to those contexts where the demonstrative refers to an 
entityy residing either in a preceding paragraph or in a citation of direct speech. In the latter 
contextt the boundary between narration and direct speech constitutes a very important 
discontinuity.. Both boundaries, the paragraph line and the direct speech versus narration 
boundary,, signal the closure of a discourse unit and the de-activation of the referents inside 
thosee units. In order to 'pick them up', to re-activate them, in Hittite —as in Japanese— all 

444 The figures refer to the number of attestations of referential expressions in a corpus of spoken and written 
sources.. See Gundel et al. 1993: 290 n. 20 and 21. 

455 This is the same as the Recognitional Use of demonstrative descriptions. Gundel et al o.c. 302 call this use 
'reminderr that'. 

466 This contradicts their explicit statement on p. 287 that Japanese proximal and medial demonstrative 
determinerss require activation. 

4711 suspect that visible discourse node markers such as paragraph lines are generally accompanied by linguistic 
markerss of discourse discontinuity. With literacy not too widespread, combined with the fact that even kings 
couldd not write and read, the texts that have come down to us were read aloud. As a result paragraph lines 
shouldd have been made audible to the addressee. Although one cannot exclude the possibility that the scribe 
saidd 'next section' each time he came across a paragraph line, or just took a deep breath, it is more likely that 
linguisticc expressions in the text itself indicate discourse boundaries. 
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threee demonstratives may be used. The factors that decide which Hittite demonstrative is 
used,, are their inherent properties: the proximal ka- denotes that a referent is considered as 
beingg part of the cognitive space of the Speaker, apa- points at the cognitive space of the 
Addressee,, and asi refers to an entity which is not considered as part of the Speaker's (+ 
Addressee's)) cognitive space but lies outside it. The main difference with the use of definite 
nounn phrases49 is the intent of the Speaker to state explicitly that some entity belongs to one 
off  the possible cognitive spaces. The discussion with examples follows in section 3.4. 

Thiss result is very interesting in view of the different types of deictic systems. As I 
wil ll  show in chapter 3 the Hittite deictic system is person-oriented like Japanese, as contrasted 
withh distance-oriented systems like Spanish or Lezgian (Anderson & Keenan 1985: 282-6, 
Fillmoree 1982: 49-50, Lyons 1999: 108). It has generally been accepted that deictic distance 
contrastss can be transferred from the real world to the discourse (Lyons 1977: 669ff., Ariel 
1990:: 51, Lyons 1999: 113). Proximal forms tend to refer to discourse entities at a relatively 
shortt distance, non-proximal forms refer to elements that are mentioned further away. Person-
orientedd systems allow this same kind of use (Lyons 1999: 113). Thus, the speaker oriented 
demonstrativee indicates short distance, and the hearer and non-speaker/hearer oriented 
demonstrativess denote a distance further back in the discourse. This seems to work in a 
person-orientedd system like Latin, where the contrastive couple hie ... Me is to be interpreted 
ass 'the latter ... the former'50. But contrastive couples like these do not constitute the main 
usee of anaphoric demonstratives, and it remains to be seen whether the other uses of the 
anaphoricc demonstratives correlate with recentness of mention in the discourse. Indeed, some 
correlationss with-person based, not distance-based, deixis have been observed. 

Thee most important representative of a person-based contrast in discourse is the 
Speaker-Hearerr boundary. Proximal or first person forms can refer to something mentioned 
byy the Speaker, whereas non-proximal forms are used by a Speaker to refer to something that 
wass mentioned by the Addressee (Lakoff 1974: 74, Ariel 1990: 52, Gundel et al. 1993: 279, 
Lyonss 1999: 114). An example from Gundel et al. o.c. 279, their ex. (7): 

2.644 A: Have you seen the neighbour's dog? 
B:: Yes, and that dog/ ?? this dog kept me awake last night. 

Thee use of this dog seems extremely odd in a situation like this. 
Inn Hittite this person-based deictic contrast does not cover only Speaker-Addressee 

boundariess but pervades the whole system, as wil l be amply illustrated. As far as the 
theoreticall  literature on deixis and demonstratives is concerned, this type of transferral of 
deicticc contrasts from world to discourse has not been noted before. 

23.43.23.43. Demonstratives with the status 'activated 

88 For Himmelmann 1996: 237 demonstratives that refer across a node do not keep track of a participant, but 
remindremind the hearer of the participant. Moreover, this anaphoric use of the demonstrative is similar to or even the 
samee as the recognitional use of demonstratives (I.e.). 

'' Although Hittite does not have a definite determiner, it still may be inferred that noun phrases are definite. The 
mainn criteria (for the present discussion) are 1) second mention in the discourse: noun phrases have become 
definitee after being introduced in the discourse, 2) indefinites never appear in Initial position in the clause, with 
thee exception of 'conditional' Relative clauses, 3) definites referring to generics, as 'the gods'. 

aa However, Bolkestein 2000: 109 noted that 'the former ... the latter' can be expressed both by hie ... Me and by 
'die'die ... hie. 
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Inn the preceding paragraphs the objective was to discuss demonstratives that had the status 
**  familiar' and referred across node. Now the status 'activated' wil l be considered. This status 
doess not coincide with a particular level of saliency. In Cornish*  analysis referents with both 
high-focuss and mid-focus attention levels are salient. But in Gundel's et al. analysis high 
focuss is 'in focus', and mid-focus is 'activated'. But this is not all: Cornish provides some 
exampless of referents referring to elements in the immediate preceding linguistic context that 
aree not salient, but which Gundel et al. would call activated (I assume). The following table 
off  equations results: 

levell  of attention focus Cornish Gundel et al. 
highh focus salient in focus 
midd focus salient activated 
loww focus non-salient activated - familiar _ __ 

Tablee 2.11: Comparison of cognitive states 

AA referent that is derived from the immediate linguistic or extra-linguistic context, an 
activatedd referent, does not have to be salient. A clear example is Cornish' ex. 2.8b, o.c. 31: 

2.655 [Personal letter to Cornish, 1989] 
Couldd you send me your Journal of Semantics article? We don't have that in our 
libraryy [the writer is referring here to the University of Bradford library] 

Thee focus of this part of the letter is on the article written by Cornish. The second clause 
howeverr does not talk about the article but about the journal. Though already introduced and 
thereforee activated, the journal has to be brought in the center of attention which is done by 
that.that. Maybe the writer could have been more explicit by using that journal. But he could not 
havee used the unaccented pronoun it which would have referred to the article. The use of a 
demonstrativee pronoun often implicates a shift in the center of attention and therefore also a 
shiftt in discourse topic (Gundel et al. 1993: 297). But why is the Journal of Semantics itself 
nott in explicit focus, or salient? After all, it is mentioned in the immediate preceding clause 
andd the elements in those clauses are generally in explicit focus (see 2.2.2.2.). The reason is 
thatt modifiers (and presupposed propositional contents) tend to be in low focus (see Cornish 
o.c.. 162 ff. for discussion and references). Thus, activated referents can not only be salient, 
butt also non-salient. 

Inn Gundel's hierarchy we find under the heading 'activated' for English the 
demonstrativee pronouns this and that, this N, and the stressed pronouns and similar 
combinationss in the other languages. Again, table 2.10 shows that also that N may be used in 
thee category 'activated'. The question is again: what explains the choice for one of these 
expressionss if the status is the same? Above we have seen that the person-based and distance-
basedd deictic contrasts can be transferred to the discourse. For Hittite the answer is the same 
ass earlier: the choice for a demonstrative depends on the cognitive space -Speaker's, 
Addressee'ss or Other's- that is deemed appropriate by the Speaker. 

Besidess activation that is induced through mention in the immediate preceding 
discourse,, again the structuring of discourse has to be taken into account (Fox 1987, Cornish 
1999:: 221ff., Bolkestein 2000: 110, 128ff.. Gundel et al. do not incorporate discourse 
structuree in their discussion). In example 2.65 the referent of that is linearly recent, but in the 
nextt example the phrase as well as her uh husband is hierarchically recent (from Cornish o.c. 
p.. 221, ex. 6.7): 

2.666 (1) C: Okay Harry, I have a problem that uh my — with today's economy my 
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daughterr is working, 
(2)) H: I missed your name. 
(3)) C: Hank. 
(4)) H: Go ahead Hank. 
(5a)) C: as well as her husband. 
(5b)) They have a child 
(5c)) and they bring the child to us every day for babysitting. 

(5a)) follows hierarchically immediately after (1). The sequences (2)-(4) are a digression 
fromm the main line of thought which is kept 'on hold' during the time the digression is 
processed.. This example actually shows that even referents in focus, in the center of attention 
doo not necessarily lose their 'in focusness' after a digression. 

Usuallyy however, topics have to be resumed somehow instead of just being continued 
(seee ex. 2.67 = ex. 7b from Bolkestein 2000: 123, see also Dik 1997a: 325 for the notion 
Resumedd Topic). The discourse is not 'on hold' as in ex. 2.66: 

2.677 L. Cassium L. ... in Thessaliam, C. Calvisium S. ... in Aetoliam misit; Cn. Domitium 
C.. cum legionibus duabus in Macedonian* proficisci iussit. Cuius provinciae ab ea 
parteparte quae ..., Menedemus studium profitebatur. Ex his_ Calvisius ... potitus est, 
CassiusCassius ... pervenit,... Domitius ... venit 
Hee sent L. Cassius to Thessalia, C. Calvisius to Aetolia; he ordered Cn. Domitius to 
leavee for Macedonia. And in that part of that province which ..., Menedemus 
professedd his allegiance. Of these people, Calvisius conquered ..., Cassius arrived ..., 
Domitiuss reached ... Civ.3.34-36 

Thee clause starting with ex his returns to the main story line, broken off after iussit. It is not 
possiblee to deduce from the discussion in Gundel et al. whether the referent of his 'these' 
shouldd be activated or familiar. 

Summarizing,, (1) it is sometimes very difficult to distinguish between the statuses 
'activated'' and 'familiar', (2) all demonstratives seem to occur in both categories, and (3) it 
iss not clear which place discourse structure holds in the framework of Gundel et al. I 
thereforee choose not to follow Gundel et al. in distinguishing between the statuses 'familiar' 
andd 'activated' as far as Anaphora is concerned. 

2.3.4.4.2.3.4.4. Summary and table 

Thee general opinion on deictic demonstratives is that proximal demonstratives refer to entities 
thatt are somewhat more accessible than non-proximal demonstratives. This difference is 
believedd to be sustained in the discourse as well. As a result, proximal demonstratives should 
referr to discourse entities that were recently mentioned and non-proximal demonstratives to 
entitiess mentioned longer ago. Although this might be true for some languages, especially 
thosee with a distance-based demonstrative system, it should not be considered a universal 
rule.. In Hittite for example the structure of the discourse is more important than anaphoric 
distance:: the demonstratives as a class are used to refer to entities across major discourse 
nodes,, irrespective of distance. The difference between the demonstratives themselves 
dependss on whether the referent belongs to the domain of the speaker, addressee or other, 
fromm the viewpoint of the speaker (see Chapter 3). 
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Thee common denominator in the anaphoric 'familiar' and 'activated' situations 
describedd here is that in both cases the demonstrative pronouns or descriptions refer to 
elementss that are textually accessible but not in the center of attention, not salient. Therefore 
thee demonstratives are here exponents of the centering procedure. Not being centered upon 
meanss in this case: not being in the same discourse unit (unless the antecedent is a modifier or 
presupposedd proposition). According to Himmelmann this type of demonstrative NP must be 
consideredd Recognitional and not Tracking (Anaphoric). In that case there is no difference 
betweenn retrieving private, shared information that is discourse new and private, shared 
informationn that is discourse old. Both have to be retrieved from long-term memory. For non-
salientt information we would get the next picture (also see table 2.6): 

Demonstrativee use 
Situationall  use 
Recognitionall  use 

Recognitionall  use 

Searchh domain 
thee speech situation 
private,, shared long term memory 
(discoursee new) 
private,, shared long term memory 
(discoursee old) 

Moree identifying information 
pointingg gesture 
modifier r 

modifierr (?) 

Tablee 2.12: Use of non-salient demonstratives. 

Demonstrativess and the continuity procedure have already been described in 2.3.3.4. 
Itt is not clear to me how the Topic-Focus distribution combines with the Anaphoric 

centeringg procedure. The few examples I encountered in the literature seem to allow both the 
Unestablishedd Topic and Sentence Focus reading . 

geographicalgeographical parameter 
Anaphoraa in-node 

across-node e 

cognitivecognitive parameter 
continuitycontinuity procedure 

E-Topic c 
slhe slhe 

thislthatthislthat N 

U-Topic c 
S/HE E 

thislthisl that N 

A-Focus s 
S/HE E 

centeringg procedure 

U-Topic c 

that that 

Focus s 

thatN thatN 

Tablee 2.13: The matrix: Anaphora 

2.3.5.. Discourse Deixis and the centering procedure 

Inn this section and the next one I wil l discuss the following slots: 

geographicalgeographical parameter 
Discoursee deictic 

cognitivecognitive parameter 
continuityy procedure 

E-Topic c 
X X 

U-Topic c 
X X 

A-Focus s 
X X 

centeringg procedure 

U-Topic c 
— — 

Focus s 
X X 

Startingg with Levinson 1983: 62, "Discourse deixis has to do with the encoding of reference 
too portions of the unfolding discourse in which the utterance (which includes the text-

Lambrechtt 1994 does not discuss the demonstratives in the framework of Topic and Focus. 
522 As this theoretic introduction is not concerned with reference in English but merely sketches the framework 

forr the Hittite system, I only wil l fil l the slots with those elements that were found in the literature. For non-
salientt anaphoric reference this means that I did not find examples of this (N). That does not mean that non-
salientt anaphoric this (N) does not exist. 
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referringg expression) is located": discourse deictic expressions refer to propositions or events, 
expressedd by clauses, sentences, paragraphs, or an entire story, usually introducing those 
propositionss or events as referents into the universe of discourse. They are not referring to an 
eventt or proposition already referred to by a prior noun phrase, which would be anaphoric 

reference. . 
Twoo examples (Diessel 1999: 102) illustrate both backward and forward discourse 

deixiss : 

2.688 a. A: I've heard you wil l move to Hawaii? 
B:: Who told you that? 

b.. A: Listen to this: John wil l move to Hawaii. 

Manyy authors discussing discourse deixis point out that expressions referring to the discourse 
itselff  or to the contents of the discourse usually serve to center the attention of the addressee 
onn the referent of that expression (Ehlich 1982, Levinson 1983, Himmelmann 1996, Diessel 
1999).. However, sometimes an anaphoric pronoun is used to refer to the contents of a 
linguisticc expression. In such a case the content of the expression is already in the center of 
attentionn (see 2.3.6.). 

Ann important feature which distinguishes discourse deictic use from other types of 
reference,, such as anaphoric or recognitional use (for demonstratives, see 2.3.3.4., 2.3.4. and 
2.3.1.2.),, is referential distance. Discourse deictic expressions always refer to the immediately 
adjacentt segment, whereas for example tracking or recognitional demonstratives usually refer 
too referents further away (Himmelmann 1996: 224, Fillmore 1997: 104). Another difference 
betweenn discourse deixis and the other types is that referents of discourse deictic expressions 
usuallyy do not persist in subsequent discourse55. They are mainly used to provide a link 
betweenn two pieces of discourse (Diessel 1999: 102). In other words, they set up a discourse 
nodee (Cornish 1999: 21). The demonstrative this in ex. 2.68b sets up a node corresponding to 
aa narrated event Sequences of the type This fact ... it ... it ... are very rare (Himmelmann 
1996:: 225). 

Discoursee nodes can take different shapes. Already mentioned are nodes like Listen to 
this,this, introducing a narrated event. Another type of boundary marking is discussed in Ehlich 
1982:: 33Iff. In Genesis 36:15-19 the Hebrew proximal demonstrative ellè (plural of ze) is 
usedd to introduce and conclude name lists. In this use the demonstratives establish frames and 
markk boundaries of text units. Both the introducing and concluding demonstratives announce 
aa shift of the center of attention, a discourse topic shift. 

Inn the preceding paragraphs the discourse deictic unaccented pronoun it, and the 
demonstrativee pronouns this, that and ellè were presented in discourse deictic function. Two 
typess of discourse deictic expressions still need to be mentioned. The first type is the 

533 Cornish (1999: 54) uses for Discourse Deixis a definition different from the traditional account: when a 
referentt of any entity order is presupposed in the discourse universe but has low salience, the centering 
proceduree is required to bring the referent in the center of attention. This coincides with the slot Anaphora & 
Centeringg procedure. 

544 In the following I wil l mainly concentrate on the discourse deictic use of place deictic words like this and that. 
Ass has been noted by many authors, also time deictic words can be re-used, as in *the last paragraph' and in 
'thee next chapter'. Other discourse deictic expressions are utterance-initial uses of but, therefore, anyway, to the 
contrarycontrary etc. (Levinson 1983: 85ff.). Levinson also includes topic/comment marking devices under the heading 
'Discoursee Deixis'. 

555 But see Diessel 1999: 109 who notes that the referents of Recognitional demonstratives are usually not 
persistentt in the discourse. 
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demonstrativee determiner with noun, the other one the demonstrative adverb. An example of 
thee demonstrative determiner is: 

2.699 then he goes off,. . and that's the end of that story, ... (Himmelmann 1996: 224) 

Thee main difference with the demonstrative pronoun is according to Myers 1988: 4 (quoted 
byy Cornish 1999: 59), that: 'the pronoun nearly always refers to a proposition expressed or 
impliedd in the previous sentence, while the [determiner + noun] can refer to a proposition 
expressedd or implied in any immediately preceding segment, even in the entire text up to that 
point'. . 

Thee last type of discourse deictic expressions I will discuss is the demonstrative 
adverbb of Manner. According to Diessel (1999: 74), manner demonstratives have not yet 
receivedd attention in the literature on deixis, apart from being glossed as 'in this/that way' or 
'lik ee this/that'. It seems that they are involved in some sort of comparison. As I wil l show in 
Chapterr 3.5.2.2., this turns out to be valid for only one of the three demonstrative manner 
adverbss in Hittite. 

2.3.6.. Discourse Deixis and the continuity procedure 

Ass mentioned above, sometimes an anaphoric pronoun is used to refer to the content of a 
linguisticc expression. The use of such a pronoun means that the content of the expression is 
alreadyy in the center of attention: 

2.700 Henry speaks perfect Hungarian - and hee knows it! (Cornish 1999: 80) 

Thee predicate 'know' requires a third order referent (Dik 1997b: 106ff.), i.e. a proposition as 
itss argument, and the proposition that is in the center of attention is always the immediate 
precedingg one. For more discussion of pronouns and predicates of second, third and fourth 
order,, see Cornish 1999: 79ff. 

II  assume that the following sentence in the invented, strange dialogue could be 
expressed: : 

2.711 A: Does Henry know that he speaks perfect Dutch? 
B:: Henry speaks perfect Hungarian - THAT'S what he knows! 

Thee only point I want to make is that it is probably possible to use accented Focus pronouns 
(thiss is not the demonstrative but the form replacing non-existent IT (accented it)) in 
Discoursee Deixis - continuing context. 

Usuallyy discourse deictic expressions set up a discourse node, that is, they link the unit 
theyy are part of with the preceding one. An exception might be the rare use of discourse 
deicticc // (and accented THAT). As with anaphoric expressions one can therefore distinguish 
betweenn in-node and across-node reference. I have not found any examples in the literature 
off  events and propositions as Unestablished Topics. Its slot is therefore filled by a question 
mark. . 

geographicalgeographical parameter 
Discoursee Deictic 

cognitivecognitive parameter 
continuityy procedure 

E-Topic c U-Topic c A-Focus s 

centeringg procedure 

U-Topic c Focus s 
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in-node e 
jj  across-node 

it it ? ? THAT T 

this,this, that N 

Tablee 2.14: The matrix: Discourse Deixis 

2.4.. Summary and conclusions 

Inn this chapter I have given an overview of the uses of certain referential expressions: 
pronouns,, demonstrative pronouns and demonstrative noun phrases. It turned out that not only 
textt versus world or the cognitive state/saliency of an entity (Ariel 1990, Gundel 1993, 
Cornishh 1999) but also other notions such as the pragmatic relations on sentence level 
(Lambrechtt 1994) or the structure of the discourse (Fox 1987) influence the choice of 
linguisticc expressions. In order to describe these expressions I have set up a matrix that 
combiness these four parameters: 

 the geographical parameter (2.2.1.). Key words: text versus situation 
 the cognitive parameter (2.2.2.). Key words: saliency, memory 
 the Topic-Focus parameter (2.2.3.). Key words: Topic, Focus-structure of the clause 
 the discourse structure parameter (not treated separately, but see 2.3.3.4.). Key words: 

discoursee units and cohesion. 

AA combination of these parameters results in the following table for English, although the 
distributionn of English referential expressions is by no means complete and only serves as an 
illustration.. The Hittite material on the other hand will be discussed exhaustively. 

geographicalgeographical parameter 
Deictic c 
Recognitional l 
Anaphoraa in-node 

across-node e 
Discoursee Deictic 

in-node e 
across-node e 

cogmtivecogmtive parameter 
continuityy procedure 

E-Topic c 
slhe slhe 

slhe slhe 
demN demN 

it it 

U-Topic c 
S/HE E 

S/HE E 
demN demN 

? ? 

A-Focus s 
S/HE E 

S/HE E 

THA T T 

centeringg procedure 

U-Topic c 

that that 

Focus s 
demN demN 
thatN thatN 

thatN thatN 

demN demN 

Tablee 2.15: The matrix: complete 

Obviouslyy not one of the parameters can explain the use of referential expression standing on 
itss own. 

Thee Topic-Focus parameter for example, is important when it comes to salient 
entities,, whether they are Deictic, Anaphoric or Discourse Deictic. This parameter explains 
thee difference between accented and unaccented pronouns, with reference inside a discourse 
unitt in case of Anaphora or Discourse Deixis. For the Deictic situation it should follow that 
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thee 'discourse unit' consists of both an object that is considered salient through non-linguistic 
meanss (dog turning the corner in ex. 2.35) and the expression commenting on it. 

Lackk of saliency is important because it excludes pronominal reference: the centering 
proceduree slots contain the demonstrative expressions. In other words, demonstratives (re-
introducee non-salient elements from the speech situation, shared memory, or the discourse 
itselff  into the discourse. In case of re-activation of an element of the discourse, one could 
thinkk of demonstratives as linkers. They evoke, re-activate an entity together with the memory 
representationn of the entity's closed discourse unit, thus creating a link between the new unit 
andd an older one. In the section on non-salient demonstratives (2.3.4.2.) I addressed the 
questionn of the difference between proximal and non-proximal demonstratives but could only 
answerr on the basis of Hittite. In Hittite the choice for a demonstrative depends on Speaker 
attitude:: does, in the opinion of the Speaker, the entity belong to the Speaker, Addressee or 
Other.. In order to express this assignment, the Speaker uses ka- 'this', apa- 'that' and asi 
'that,, yon' respectively. 

Fromm the preceding paragraph it does not follow that salient referents are only referred 
too by means of pronouns. Clearly saliency alone cannot explain the difference between 
pronounss and demonstratives. Here the notion of discourse structure becomes necessary: 
Salientt anaphoric demonstratives, like salient definite NPs, occur on discourse nodes 
(2.3.3.4.2.).. The same probably applies to Immediate Anaphora after first mention 
(2.3.3.4.1.).. The difference between demonstrative NPs and definite NPs is probably whether 
thee Speaker wants to create discourse coherence or not. For example Kleiber (1986) noted 
thatt in certain contexts the definite article in French can cause relative incoherence, whereas 
thee demonstrative determiner ce in the same position restores a coherent reading. From that I 
concludedd that a demonstrative links an entity explicitly to the preceding unit as a kind of 
Tail-Headd linking device. 

Turningg to situationally used demonstratives as linkers, in 2.3.1.3. I followed De 
Mulderr 1996 in his view that deictic demonstratives do not identify or localize an object but 
simplyy cue the Addressee to search through the speech situation. They link the attention of the 
Addresseee to the speech situation, and I proposed the same for Recognitionally used 
demonstratives:: linking to memory. Discourse Deictic demonstratives were described as 
linkingg discourse units anyway (2.3.5.). 

Summarizing,, demonstratives, as linkers, create cohesion between elements where that 
cohesionn is not naturally present, independent of the saliency status of the referent. They 
signall  the Addressee to link a referent to the world, a referent to shared memory, and a 
referentt to the same referent in the preceding or following discourse.56 Pronouns on the other 
handd occur when cohesion is present. Cohesion may exist between a linguistic expression 
andd the linguistic context containing the antecedent, but also between an expression and a 
non-linguisticc context (see 2.3.2. and above). 

Too conclude with a hypothesis, in my view one can explain the use of referring 
expressionss by means of two basic factors: (1) cohesiveness of the discourse, where discourse 
mayy also denote the domain of non-linguistic mental representations, and (2) spatial domain 
(world,, memory, text). 

Whenn the discourse is not cohesive, demonstratives, as linkers, are used to restore 
cohesion.. Definite NPs on the other hand may be used when the discourse is not and should 
nott be cohesive (see the discussion below ex. 2.55). Inside discourse units, that is, when the 
discoursee is already cohesive, the Topic-Focus distinction becomes important when one has to 
choosee between zero, unaccented or accented pronouns. 

Thiss linking could be the elusive [+ dem] feature described in Lyons 1999: 20 which is unique to 
demonstrativess but not to defmites. As Lyon I.e. and his Chapter 2 shows, deixis, although very important, is 
nott basic to demonstratives and can also be found with definite markers. . 
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Thee two factors allow a reshuffled matrix (Bold face expressions are likely to be the 
preferredd ones for the geographical the domain): 

geographical geographical 
parameter parameter 

world d 
text t 
memory y 

discoursediscourse parameter 
referencee inside discourse unit 

E-Top p 
0,, slhe 
0,s/he 0,s/he 

Other r 
SIHE SIHE 
SIHE SIHE 

referencee across discourse node (including 
firstt mention) 

createss cohesion 
demNP demNP 
demNP demNP 
demNP demNP 

noo cohesion 
defNP defNP 
deFNP deFNP 
defNP defNP 

Tablee 2.16: Reshuffled matrix 

Majorr differences with table 2.15 are that Topic-Focus is only important for reference inside 
discoursee units, that Anaphoric and Discourse Deictic reference are two sides of the same 
domain,, text, and that saliency is less important as a parameter (demonstratives may refer to 
salientt and non-salient entities). Regarding the latter remark, it might be possible that the 
notionn of saliency used here should be redefined. When a clause is uttered that is relatively 
incoherentt in relation to the preceding discourse, it is likely that the entities mentioned in the 
precedingg discourse, including the antecedent of an expression in the new clause, have lost 
theirr saliency. Thus, the use of demonstratives as described in 2.3.3.4. might not belong to 
thee continuing procedure at all. The only difference with definite NPs would be that 
demonstrativess restore saliency where it was lost on account of the context. 

Fromm a cognitive point of view, cohesive discourse units correlate with working 
memoryy so reference inside units and across discourse nodes should correlate with retrieval of 
mentall  representations of some referent from working memory (salient entities) and long-
termm memory respectively (non-salient entities). Thus, cohesion and saliency might be two 
namess for the same phenomenon. 

However,, since I have set up table 2.16 as a hypothesis, for Hittite I wil l only use the 
methodd which led to table 2.15. In the next chapter the Hittite pronouns and demonstratives 
wil ll  be presented within the order of the framework sketched here. 
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